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Abstract 

Single-cell platforms provide data with statistically large samples of snapshot observations capa- 
ble of resolving intercellular heterogeneity. Currently, there is a growing literature on algorithms 
that exploit this attribute in order to infer the trajectory of biological mechanisms, such as cell pro- 
liferation and differentiation. The trajectory inference methodology has not yet been used to ad- 
dress the challenging problem of learning the dynamics of signaling protein systems. In this work 
we assess this prospect. We test the performance of this novel class of methods on two of pro- 
teomic temporal datasets that were produced using different signaling perturbations on the same 
population of cells. To evaluate the learning quality we employ four different evaluation metrics 
that quantify the performance of each algorithm according to (a) the biological meaning of the 
output, (b) the robustness, (c) the correlation with the initial dataset and (d) the roughness of the 
phosphorylation levels though the biological time. We show that experimental time alone is insuf- 
ficient to provide knowledge about the order of proteins during signal transduction. Accordingly, 
we show that the inferred trajectories provide richer information about the underlying dynamics. 
Our results also highlight that none of the already developed algorithms is universally applicable 
to this problem because the learning quality highly depends on the signaling perturbation. 


Ελληνικά


Οι πλατφόρμες μονού κυττάρου παρέχουν δεδομένα με στατιστικά μεγάλα δείγματα 
παρατηρήσεων στιγμιότυπου ικανών να επιλύσουν τη διακυτταρική ετερογένεια. Επί του 
παρόντος, υπάρχει μια αυξανόμενη βιβλιογραφία σχετικά με τους αλγόριθμους που 
εκμεταλλεύονται αυτό το χαρακτηριστικό προκειμένου να συναχθεί η τροχιά των βιολογικών 
μηχανισμών όπως ο πολλαπλασιασμός των κυττάρων και η διαφοροποίηση. Η μεθοδολογία 
συμπερασμάτων τροχιάς (Τ.Ι. μέθοδοι) δεν έχει ακόμη χρησιμοποιηθεί για την αντιμετώπιση του 
προβλήματος της εκμάθησης της δυναμικής των σηματοδοτικών πρωτεϊνικών μονοπατιών. Σε 
αυτή την εργασία αξιολογούμε αυτήν την προοπτική. Ελέγξαμε την απόδοση αυτής της νέας 
κατηγορίας μεθόδων σε δύο από τα προσωρινά σύνολα δεδομένων των πρωτεϊνωμάτων που 
δημιουργήθηκαν χρησιμοποιώντας ξεχωριστά σηματοδοτικά ερεθίσματα στον ίδιο πληθυσμό 
κυττάρων. Για να αξιολογήσουμε την ποιότητα της μάθησης, κατασκευάσαμε τέσσερις 
διαφορετικές μεθόδους αξιολόγησης που εξετάζουν την απόδοση του αλγορίθμου με βάση (α) την 
προϋπάρχουσα βιολογική γνώση, (β) την ευρωστία τους, (γ) τη συσχέτιση τους με το αρχικό σύνολο 
δεδομένων και (δ) την τραχύτητα των επιπέδων φωσφορυλίωσης κατά τον βιολογικό χρόνο. 
Δείχνουμε ότι μόνο ο πειραματικός χρόνος είναι ανεπαρκής για να παρέχει γνώση σχετικά με τη 
σειρά των πρωτεϊνών κατά τη διάρκεια της μεταγωγής σήματος. Συνεπώς, δείχνουμε ότι οι T.Ι. 
μέθοδοι παρέχουν πλουσιότερες πληροφορίες σχετικά με την υποβόσκουσα δυναμική. Τα 
αποτελέσματά μας υπογραμμίζουν επίσης ότι κανένας από τους ήδη αναπτυγμένους αλγορίθμους 
δεν είναι καθολικά εφαρμόσιμος σε αυτό το πρόβλημα, επειδή η ποιότητα εκμάθησης εξαρτάται 
σε μεγάλο βαθμό από τη σηματοδοτικό εναύσματα.  
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1. Introduction


1.1 Protein signaling preliminaries 
In Biology, the term pathway refers to a series of interactions between molecules that exist in a 
cell. Those interactions lead to a specific product or the alteration of the cell. Pathways can also 
turn genes on and/or off, force the movement of the cell, speed up some processes or slow them 
down. The most common types of biological pathways are: (a) metabolic pathways, (b) genetic 
pathways and (c) signal transduction pathways (NIH, 2015). In this project we will focus on the 
third category, the signaling pathways. 


Signal transduction pathways convert extracellular stimuli into specific cellular responses (Camp-
bell and Reece, 2004) and regulate many important cellular functions such as growth, differentia-
tion, metabolism and survival (Banerjee and Sengupta, 2011). Furthermore, multiple extracellular 
and intracellular signals for proliferation or quiescence must be integrated by the cell and it is this 
integration of signals from multiple pathways that determines the response of a cell to competing 
and complementary signals. Extracellular signals include growth factors, cytokines, and hormones 
(Krasin and Davidoff, 2012). Therefore they can be considered as dynamic biochemical reaction 
programs that allow cells to sense and distribute information in timely fashion. Typically, signal 
transduction begins with a signal to a receptor and ends with a change in cell function. Some-
times, there is a cascade of signals within the cell. With each step of the cascade, the signal can 
be amplified, so a small signal can result in a large response (Campbell and Reece, 2004). Even-
tually, the signal creates a change in the cell, either in the expression of the DNA in the nucleus or 

Image 1.1: Generic Signaling Pathway. Adapted from Molecular Biology of Cell 2002, Alberts et al.  

A signal, usually provided extracellularly is undertaken by a receptor, leading to a cascade of interactions with final 

goal a cellular process.

�
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in the activity of enzymes in the cytoplasm. Most signal transductions are based on phosphoryla-
tion.

Phosphorylation is one of the most widespread post-translational modifications present in all eu-
karyotes. The most extensively studied post-translational modification is that of reversible protein 
phosphorylation. It plays a major role in cell signaling, the regulatory activities of cell division, 
apoptosis, etc. During phosphorylation, a phosphate group is attached to the groups of amino 
acids such as serine, threonine and tyrosine residues on a protein (Saraswathy and Ramalingam, 
2011). 


The field of signal transduction is extremely dynamic. New paradigms of signal transduction are 
continuously being recognized and new pathways or additional details of known pathways have 
been discovered in the last decade (Eyster K. M., 2007). Indeed, the field of signal transduction 
has blossomed to the extent that the entire scientific journals are now devoted to this topic.

Image 1.2: Phosphorylation Signaling Pathway.  

A signal, usually provided extracellularly is undertaken by a receptor, leading to a waterfall of phosphorylation 

interactions with final goal a cellular process.

�

Image 1.3: Phosphorylation Dynamics.  

Cartoon representing the phosphorylation dynamics of 4 activated proteins through time after a signaling trigger.

�
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1.2 Measuring the dynamics of signaling 
Although there are techniques that aim at measuring the signaling protein dynamic, there is no 
single technique that allows us to get a full picture of protein motion. One of the most common 
techniques for measuring the signaling dynamics is microscope cytometry (Bush et al., 2013) and, 
generally, techniques based on fluorescence microscopy, like fluorescence fluctuation spec-
troscopy (FFS review for protein dynamics, Youker and Teng, 2014) are problematic. The problem 
with these technologies is that the exposure times are often exceedingly long (time - inefficient), 
the specimen's fluorescence may fade during exposure, and totally black backgrounds often in-
advertently signal light meters to suggest overexposure. Furthermore, in many biological speci-
mens, autofluorescence is a large problem that excitation/emission filters might not completely 
bypass (Jensen, 2012). So, it is clear that errors due to the limited resolution of the fluorescence 
microscope are present. Finally, the nonlinear pathway topology and cell-to-cell protein variations 
preclude the use of widely accessible assays based on averaging cell populations, leading to poor 
statistical significant results, while the low throughput is also derived by the fact that only a small 
number of cells are measured through this experimental technique.


1.2.1 Capturing signaling dynamics using single cell 
(mass) cytometry 
Single-cell cytometry technologies, on the other hand, enable researchers to address the dynamic 
behavior of signaling components while taking into account cell-to-cell heterogeneity (de Vargas 
Roditi and Claassen, 2015). This heterogeneity derives from the fact that not all cells respond with 
the same quickness after an activation, but the steps of the signaling process are the same. In 
particular, specialized microscopy techniques and flow cytometry have been widely employed for 
the study of signaling pathways at single-cell resolution. Unfortunately, these robust and broadly 
accessible methods are build on fluorescence-based detection. This means that, the spectral 
overlap between the fluorescent probes they employ limits the number of elements they can reli-
ably assay simultaneously to no more than twenty. To circumvent this drawback another format 
for flow cytometry, termed mass cytometry, has been recently introduced increasing the parame-
terization of single-cell measurements (Bandura et al, 2009, Ornatsky et al, 2010).

Mass cytometry is a single-cell technique similar to mass spectrometry based on time-of-flight 
and inductive coupled plasma mass spectrometry (Bandura et al., 2009). To perform single cell 
measurements using mass cytometry, antibodies are coupled to rare and pure isotopic elements, 
labeling in that way specific proteins. Then, the cells are nebulized and travel through an argon 
plasma which is in charge of the ionization of the metallic isotope. The metal signals are then ana-
lyzed by a time-of-flight mass spectrometer.

Mass cytometry data are recorded in tables where each row lists information about each cell, and 
each column about the signal intensity detected per measurement channel. Because the signal is 
proportional to the number of isotopes recovered from each cell, its intensity is directly propor-
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tional to the protein abundance. Data are formatted as FCS files, which are compatible with tradi-
tional flow cytometry software. Due to the high-dimensional nature of mass cytometry data, many 
novel data analysis tools have been developed (Krishnaswamy et al., 2014).


1.2.2 Capturing temporal data using mass cytometry  
To best study a signaling pathway, one needs to observe the associated components in the con-
text of a time course. To assay the requested phosphoprotein quantities, however, a mass cy-
tometer will ionize the cell completely as part of its protocol. This makes the recovery of any living 
cells after acquisition infeasible thereby, precludes the follow-up of the same cell over time as in a 
longitudinal study. Measurements, therefore, capture only an instantiation of the signaling pro-
gram at a single cell level, forming a static, cross-sectional dataset. To solve this problem one can 
argue that time-course experiments could in principle capture the underlying signaling dynamics. 
Still, information about a cell cannot be reliably shared across separate measurements (Finck et 
al., 2013). Therefore, elucidating the temporal features of signaling remains an intriguingly difficult 
task even in the data-abundant case of high-throughput mass cytometry data (Sachs et al, 2013).


Image 1.5: Mass cytometry data production.

Cartoon explaining the steps that are followed for the creation of expression levels data.

�

Image 1.6: Temporal mass cytometry to data.

For signal transaction experiments the mass cytometry technique is applied on more than one experimental time 

points of the initial activated cell population. This leads to the construction of a static, cross-sectional dataset. This 
dataset captures the heterogeneity of the cells, however has a low temporal resolution.

�

p1 p2 … Time

point

Cell 1 0.72 1.48 …

Cell 2 4.14 1.23 …

… … … …

p1 p2 p3 p4

Cell 1

Cytometer

Capturing heterogeneity & 
avoid fluorescence issues.

Low temporal 
resolution.
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As Image 1.6 depicts, temporal mass cytometry data measure biological information (here protein 
levels as columns) of many cells (rows) on different experimental timepoints.Even if the hetero-
geneity of the cell response is captured , the temporal resolution of the data is low.


1.3 Using trajectory inference to recover the dynamics 
of a process from single cell data 

Mass cytometry, as explained before, is a technique able to capture the heterogeneity of the cells. 
Consider a mass cytometry dataset on a population of cells coded with the same signaling circuit-
ry. We denote this dataset by D, and we let D consist of n vectors in p-dimensional space , where 
p is the number of assayed proteins. Further, we assume that the activation is a relatively smooth 
and continuous process. This allows us to treat activation as a vector-valued function of the form 
f(t)=[x1(t),x2(t),…, xp(t)]. Each vector in D is a point in the image of f and represents the activation 
state of the cell at a particular point in time. A sample from this multivariate function at an un-
known time s is a random vector φ(s) = f(s) + ε(s), where ε denotes the error vector. This suggests 

that s can be considered of as a surrogate measure of progression through the activation process, 
instead of the actual time. On such basis, if we let the process-progress instance s to be a (latent) 

random variable, we obtain that the dataset D constitutes a finite set of poorly ordered or un-
ordered samples on φ i.e. D = {φ(s1), φ(s2), . . . ,φ(sn)}. Drawing on the definition introduced by 
(Magwene et al., 2003) then, the ordering problem is to find the permutation, π of the index set {1, 

2, . . . , n} of the vectors in D, such that π( i ) ≤ π( j ) ⇒ s( i ) ≤ s( j ) for all i,j in the index set. We re-
�9

Image 1.7: Problem definition.  
The true dynamics of each protein examined are similar to the function on the left. This function is called f 

and each point of f depicts the phosphorylation levels of this specific protein in a timepoint t. This t 
corresponds to the true biological time. This function is accompanied by an error function, ε. This error is 

derived from the heterogeneity of the cells’ response to the activation and from noise. Each cell n in 
nature will be characterazed by an Φn function, which points will be found between the red boundaries of 

the picture in the middle. Out of this matrix Φ the data are sampled. On the image on the right, which 
depicts the distribution of the values of the phopho-protein in the dataset, each dot refers to a cell. Each 

cell is captured on a specific biological time ts , however ts is not measured through the experiment. It is a 
surrogate latent variable in the dataset. Since the data are cross-sectional, a group of cells are 

characterized by a single experimental timepoint, at which they were captured.
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fer to this process-progress variable s as pseudotime and to the respective ordering of the points 
in D by progress s as the pseudotemporal ordering (image 1.7).

Intuitively the pseudotemporal ordering problem could be solved by sorting the Euclidean dis-
tances between the vectors in D. However, taking the distance along a line between two points in 
the high, p-dimensional space will not preserve the intrinsic geometry of the process because 
signaling dynamics are largely nonlinear. In such a case it is preferable, if not necessary, to com-
pute a compact manifold onto which the original high-dimensional points can be mapped. In fact, 
we expect f to be a one-dimensional nonlinear curve along a manifold embedded in p-dimension-
al space. Such data mapping helps in reducing the variability in pairwise distances and also sim-
plifies the interpretation of the process trajectory. Then, the geodesic distance between φs along 
the manifold can serve as a measure of the true distance, providing a better estimate of the order-
ing.


1.3.1 State of the art 

In the literature there are several algorithms found that exploit the heterogeneity of the cells cap-
tured in single-cell experiments, in order to infer the trajectory of biological mechanisms, such as 
cell proliferation and differentiation. Essentially, single-cell data contain cell readouts each of 
which maps to a distinct point along a continuum of successive biological states. Trajectory infer-
ence (T.I.) algorithms, then, have been successful in extracting the underlying dynamics by lever-
aging this mapping, also referred to as pseudotime. In its most common version, trajectory infer-
ence is a two step procedure. In the first step, dimensionality reduction is performed while, in the 
second, the most probable trajectory is drawn (Image 1.8).


Most T.I. methods can be categorized into graph-based and curve-based and some as both.

Graph-based approaches are heuristic approaches. Their main focus is to represent the data as a 
graph and create a polygonal reconstruction of the process path. To this end, the manifold learn-
ing step concerns the generation of a complete graph that connects every pair of adjacent ver-

�10

Image 1.8. Trajectory inference algorithms steps 
In the literature there are several algorithms found that exploit the heterogeneity of the cells captured in 

single-cell experiments. In order to infer the trajectory of biological mechanisms, they firstly apply a 
dimensionality reduction step and on the low dimensional space, they infer the trajectory. Then, the 

ordering of the cells can be extract.
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tices (Tenenbaum, 2000). In this context vertices represent cells or clusters of cells and adjacency 
refers to adjacency in terms of the geodesic path distance i.e. the pseudotime. Although pseudo-
time is latent, the geodesic distance between two points is monotonically related to the embed-
ded distance. Hence, adjacency is approximated by (dis)similarity measures between vertices on 
the embedded graph’s geometry (e.g. nearest neighbors, etc.). Given certain conditions and mod-
erate sampling frequency it has been shown that both the traveling salesman path (TSP) and the 
diameter path (longest path) of minimum spanning tree (MST) graphs are able to provide a correct 
ordering reconstruction for curves in Rp (Magwene et al., 2003; Gupta and Bar-Joseph, 2008).

Curve-based methods, on the other hand, are built around principal curves, a generalization of 
linear principal components (Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989). A principal curve is a smooth, non-para-
metric curve passing through the center of the cloud of data points in D. As said, dimensionality 
reduction is oftentimes required to describe the true underlying geometry of the data. Hence, after 
the reduction step, a principal curve tries to fit to the ’middle’ of the calculated geometry a curve 
parameterized over the latent argument s. Such curve satisfies the self-consistency property:


where the projection index projf  (x) : m → 1 of a m-dimensional, possibly noisy, observation de-

notes the value of the latent argument s for which f(s) is closest to x. In essence, curve-based 

methods attempt to regress a curve f(s) along the average of all points that project to it (Tibshirani, 
1992). The geodesic distance from the beginning of the curve to the projected point gives an es-
timate about the pseudotemporal order of the observations.

There are more than 30 algorithms in the literature (both published and unpublished), which are 
combining different methods for each step. Many of them are reviewed (Laubenbacher et al., 
2018). Table 1.1 lists the most commonly employed T.I. algorithms, together with the methods that 
they are using. Furthermore, the information of whether the algorithm constructs bifurcated or lin-
ear trajectories is recorded. Algorithms that return trees can even construct a bifurcation trajectory 
or a linear.


ℝ ℝ

Table 1.1
T.I. Algorithm Dimensionality Reduction method Trajectory Inference 

method
Output

CellTree k-nn BIC,
Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA)
Backbone Trees

Tree

Cycler Any SVM Cycle
DeLorean Diffusion Maps Gaussian Processes 

(GPLVM)
Linear

Embeddr Spectral Embedding (laplacian 
eigenmaps)

Principal Curves Linear

FORKS k-means GMM Tree

T.I. Algorithm
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GPfates Diffusion Maps Gaussian Processes 
(GPLVM)

Multifurcation

MAGIC Principal Components Analysis 
(PCA)

Markov Affinity Linear

MonocleICA Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA) 

Minimum Spanning Tree 
(MST) 

Tree

MonocleDDRTree T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor 
Embedding  
(t-SNE)

Reversed Graph 
Embedding (RGE) Density 
Peak Clustering 
Discriminative 
Dimensionalty Reduction 
Tree (DDRTree) 

Tree

Mpath Hierarchical Clustering Minimum Spanning Tree 
(MST) 

Tree

Oscope k-medoids (ANOVA)-based artificial 
trend detection algorithm 

Cycle

Ouija Principal Components Analysis 
(PCA)

Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) 

Linear

PHATE Markov Affinity Heat-diffusion Tree

pseudogp Any Gaussian Processes 
(GPLVM)

Linear

reCAT Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
Principal Components Analysis 
(PCA)

GMM Cycle

SCIMITAR None Bayesian Information 
Criterion (BIC)
Morphing Gaussian 
Mixtures 

Linear

SCODE Any Linear Regression Linear

SCORPIUS Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS) 
Spearman Correlation 

k-means
Principal Curves

Linear

Scoup None Minimum Spanning Tree 
(MST) 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process 

Multifurcation

Scuba k-means
T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor 
Embedding  
(t-SNE)

two-parameter Cusp 
Bifurcation

Tree

SLICER Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) 
k-nn

Geodesic Entropy Graph

Slingshot Any Minimum Spanning Tree 
(MST) 
Principal Curves

Tree or Linear

SOMSC Any Self-Organizing Maps Tree

Dimensionality Reduction method Trajectory Inference 
method

OutputT.I. Algorithm
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As it is clear for Table 1.1, each T.I. algorithm may combine one or more methods for each step. 
Some algorithm provide only the trajectory inference step and inform the used that a dimensional-
ity reduction step has to be applied as a preprocessing steps (“any”), The user has to choose 
which dimensionality reduction method is the best. As the developers mention, that step is prob-
lem- and data-specific. This is referred by the algorithms that have the word “any” in the “dimen-
sionality reduction” column. On the other hand, some developers explain that no dimensionality 
reduction has to be applied before the trajectory inference method is applied (“none”). Further-
more, UNCURL is proposed only as a preprocessing step. Finally, the T.I. algorithms that are not-
ed with bold are those included in our pipeline, while the underlined are those that were finally 
evaluated.

In this project we do not evaluate all T.I. methods. So, we firstly excluded from our analysis the 
algorithms that are focused into constructing bifurcating trajectories. This choice was made 
based on the biological knowledge. It is assumed that all cells of a specific population would react 
in a similar manner after one stimulating intervention. No bifurcation is expected to happen in the 
cell population. Therefore, we used only algorithms that create linear trajectories. Although Sling-
shot and MonocleDDRTree give the opportunity of constructing bifurcations, this is not obligatory. 
At this point let us highlight that the linearity refers to the trajectory of the cells and not of the 
phosphorylation proteins. The examined pathway has bifurcations, but all the cells are expected 
to respond similarly through the biological time. 


switchde Any gradient-based L-BFGS-B 
optimization to find MLEs of 
the parameters 

Any

TASIC Hidden Markov Model (HMM) Gaussian Emission Model 
Kalman Filter 

Tree

Topslam Principal Components Analysis 
(PCA)

Gaussian Processes 
(GPLVM)

Linear

TSCAN Hierarchical Clustering
Principal Components Analysis 
(PCA)

Minimum Spanning Tree 
(MST) 

Tree

UNCURL Qualitative Normalization (qualNorm) Any Linear

Wanderlust Hierarchical Clustering k-nn Linear

Waterfall Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
k-means
Principal Components Analysis 
(PCA)

Minimum Spanning Tree 
(MST) 

Linear

WaveCrest Hierarchical Clustering
Principal Components Analysis 
(PCA)

Polynomial Regression 
Models

Linear

Wishbone Diffusion Maps Gaussian Processes 
(GPLVM)
k-nn

Bifurcation

Dimensionality Reduction method Trajectory Inference 
method

OutputT.I. Algorithm
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On a next step, we concluded that working with the algorithms that were proven as best during 
other researchers’ reviews (Saelens et al., 2018, Konstorum et al., 2018) or RNAseq analyses. In 
that way we concluded that testing MonocleICA, MonocleDDRTree, SCORPIUS, SLICER, DeLore-
an, pseudogp, Slingshot and Diffusion Maps, which have already been published. Furthermore, 
we tested tSNE w/h Principal Curves and combined Diffusion Maps with Principal Curves. Mono-
cleICA was one of the first algorithms published in this field and cited in many following papers. 
Although we included it in our pipeline, we could not run it, because it constantly crashed. This 
problem was also denoted by others (Saelens et al., 2018) and we reason that this happened be-
cause of the large datasets. SLICER is also an algorithm that was included in our pipeline, but 
was not examined. The algorithm needed more than almost a days to apply the dimensionality 
reduction and after ten days still was not capable of returning the trajectory. Unfortunately, no 
time estimation was provided by the algorithm and due to lack of time, we could not examine it. 
DeLorean is an algorithm that is based on Gaussian Processes in order to create the trajectory. It 
was included in our pipeline, but was not tested. We tried to use the algorithm, but for the trajec-
tory inference of the pVO4 dataset that included only the 6 out of the 8 timepoints we were in-
formed by the algorithm that the expected time would be more than 11 months (for 1000 samples 
needed 1.22818e+007 seconds), even when a parallel computation was selected. Pseudogp is 
also an algorithm based on Gaussian Processes which was also excluded from the analysis be-
cause of its enormous duration and because of some inner function errors that occurred. The er-
rors could not be understood and bypassed. Slingshot ’s developers are mentioning that a dimen-
sionality reduction method has to be applied before their algorithm. Therefore, we chose t-SNE 
and PCA to be combined with Slingshot, since those two methods have been proven efficient for 
high-dimensional biological data derived from flow cytometry (Konstorum et al., 2018). Diffusion 
Maps is a dimensionality reduction method that has also been useful in that data category. There-
fore, we combined it with Principal Curves. 

Finally, we also used tSNE w/h Principal Curves in order to have an unpublished algorithm whose 
methods that are similar to the published ones but are combined in a different manner aiming on 
concluding on the best combination of methods. Furthermore, we expected to see better results 
from tSNE w/h Principal Curves than from Slingshot w/h tSNE, because, according to Ockham’s 
razor principle of philosophy: the less complicated algorithm should lead to better results.

For the time inefficient algorithms and for those who crashed, subsampling of the initial datasets 
could not be applied, because the results would not be comparable. Moreover, one of the advan-
tage of mass cytometry data is their natural size, which can lead to novel results. Algorithms that 
cannot handle the high-dimensionality of those data are not efficient for those problems. The rea-
son why we did not apply the analysis on a cluster is because each algorithm was constructed 
under different R versions and the dependencies of the R packages also differ. Changing the ver-
sions of R on servers where also other analyses are taking place was not considered as a good 
approach. So, we finally used only 6 of them (Table 1.2).
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1.3.2 Dimensionality reduction methods commonly used in TI 

Dimensionality reduction is called any process that aims on reducing the number of random vari-
ables under consideration by obtaining a set of principal variables. It can be divided into feature 
selection and feature extraction. Since single-cell data are high-dimensional data, they suffer from 
the curse of dimensionality. Therefore, an appropriate dimensionality reduction method has to be 
applied, before the trajectory is constructed. Here, we explain some commonly used in T.I. algo-
rithms methods.


A. Principal Component Analysis 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a dimension-reduction tool, initially invented by Karl Pear-
son in 1901 and further developed by Harrold Hotelling in the 1930s. It is a statistical procedure 
that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated 
variables (entities each of which takes on various numerical values) into a set of values of linearly 
uncorrelated variables called principal components. If there are n observations with p variables, 
then the number of distinct principal components is min(n-1, p). This transformation is defined in 
such a way that the first principal component has the largest possible variance (that is, accounts 
for as much of the variability in the data as possible), and each succeeding component in turn has 
the highest variance possible under the constraint that it is orthogonal to the preceding compo-
nents. The resulting vector are an uncorrelated orthogonal basis set. PCA is sensitive to the rela-
tive scaling of the original variables.

PCA is mathematically defined as an orthogonal linear transformation that transforms the data to 
a new coordinate system such that the greatest variance by some projection of the data comes to 
lie on the first coordinate (called the first principal component), the second greatest variance on 
the second coordinate, and so on.

Consider a data matrix, X, with column-wise zero empirical mean (the sample mean of each col-
umn has been shifted to zero), where each of the n rows represents a different repetition of the 
experiment, and each of the p columns gives a particular kind of feature (say, the results from a 
particular sensor). Mathematically, the transformation is defined by a set of p-dimensional vectors  

t(i) = ( t1, …, tl ) of weights or coefficients that map each row vector Xi of X to a new vector of prin-

cipal component scores given by  �  in 

such a way that the individual variables t1, …, tl of t considered over the data set successively in-
herit the maximum possible variance from x, with each coefficient vector w constrained to be a 
unit vector.

First component:

In order to maximize variance, the first weight vector w(1) thus has to satisfy:


� 


tk(i) = x(i) ⋅ w(k) for i = 1,…, n k = 1,…, l

w(1) = arg max
∥w∥= 1 {∑

i
(t1)2

(i)} = arg max
∥w∥= 1 {∑

i
(x(i) ⋅ w)

2

}
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Equivalently, writing this in matrix form gives:  
� 


Since w(1) has been defined to be a unit vector, it equivalently also satisfies:


� .


The quantity to be maximized can be recognized as a Rayleigh quotient. A standard result for a 

positive semidefinite matrix such as �  is that the quotient's maximum possible value is the 
largest eigenvalue of the matrix, which occurs when w is the corresponding eigenvector. Knowing 
w(1), the first principal component of a data vector x(i) can then be given as a score t1(i) = x(i)⋅w1) in 

the transformed coordinates, or as the corresponding vector in the original variables,{x(i)⋅w(1)}w(1).


B.  T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding 

T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) is a machine learning algorithm for visual-
ization developed by Laurens van der Maaten and Geoffrey Hinton in 2008. It is a nonlinear di-
mensionality reduction technique well-suited for embedding high-dimensional data for visualiza-
tion in a low-dimensional space of two or three dimensions. More specific, it models each high-
dimensional object by a lower-dimensional point in such a way that similar objects are modeled 
by nearby points and dissimilar objects are modeled by distant points with high probability. 

The t-SNE algorithm comprises two main stage:

Firstly, it constructs a probability distribution over pairs of high-dimensional objects in such a way 
that similar objects have a high probability of being picked, whilst dissimilar points have an ex-
tremely small probability of being picked. Then it defines a similar probability distribution over the 
points in the low-dimensional map, and it minimizes the Kullback–Leibler divergence between the 
two distributions with respect to the locations of the points in the map. 

Given a set of N high-dimensional objects X1, …, XN , t-SNE first computes probabilities  that 

are proportional to the similarity of objects Xi and Xj as follows:


� and as the developers explain, "The similarity of datapoint 

Xj to datapoint Xi is the conditional probability  that Xi  would pick Xj as its neighbor if neighbors 

were picked in proportion to their probability density under a Gaussian centered at Xi.”


� . Moreover, the probabilities with i = j are set to zero, which means that in the 

dataset two points can not be the same. t-SNE aims to learn a d-dimensional map y1, …, yN that 

reflects the similarities �  as well as possible. To this end, it measures similarities �  between two 

w(1) = arg max
∥w∥= 1

{∥Xw∥2} = arg max
∥w∥= 1

{wT XTXw}

w(1) = arg max { wT XTXw
wT w }

XTX

pij

pj∣i =
exp( − ∥xi − xj∥2/2σ2

i )
∑k≠i exp( − ∥xi − xk∥2/2σ2

i ) ,

pj|i

pij =
pj∣i + pi∣ j

2N

pij qij
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points in the map yi and yj, using a very similar approach. Then,  is defined as: 

� . Herein a heavy-tailed Student-t distribution (with one-degree of 

freedom, which is the same as a Cauchy distribution) is used to measure similarities between low-
dimensional points in order to allow dissimilar objects to be modeled far apart in the map. Note 

that also in this case  = 0 is set. The locations of the points yi in the map are determined by 

minimizing the (non-symmetric) Kullback–Leibler divergence of the distribution Q from the distrib-

ution P, that is: � . The minimization of the Kullback–Leibler diver-

gence with respect to the points yi is performed using gradient descent. The result of this opti-
mization is a map that reflects the similarities between the high-dimensional inputs well.


C. Multidimensional scaling 

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a non-linear dimensionality reduction method. An MDS algo-
rithm aims to place each object in N-dimensional space such that the between-object distances 
are preserved as well as possible. Each object is then assigned coordinates in each of the N di-
mensions. The number of dimensions of an MDS plot N can exceed 2 and since it is specified a 
priori, it can be considered as a hyperparameter of the algorithm. There are many variations of the 
method. 

The classical multidimensional scaling, also known as Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA), 
takes as an input matrix and is giving dissimilarities between pairs of items and outputs a coordi-
nate matrix whose configuration minimizes a loss function. It assumes euclidean distances and, 
therefore, it is not applicable for direct dissimilarity ratings.

The Metric multidimensional scaling (mMDS) is a superset of classical MDS that generalizes the 
optimization procedure to a variety of loss functions and input matrices of known distances, with 
weights. A useful loss function in this context is again playing a major role. Metric scaling uses a 
power transformation with a user-controlled exponent. 

Finally, the Generalized multidimensional scaling (GMDS), is an extension of MDS, in which the 
target space is an arbitrary smooth non-Euclidean space. In cases where the dissimilarities are 
distances on a surface and the target space is another surface, GMDS allows finding the mini-
mum-distortion embedding of one surface into another.


D. Diffusion Maps 

Diffusion maps is a dimensionality reduction algorithm introduced by Coifman and Lafonwhichin 
2005. It computes a family of embeddings of a data set into Euclidean space (often low-dimen-
sional) whose coordinates can be computed from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a diffusion 

qij

qij =
(1 + ∥yi − yj∥2)− 1

∑k≠l (1 + ∥yk − yl∥2)− 1

qij

KL(P | |Q) = ∑
i≠j

pij log
pij

qij
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operator on the data. The Euclidean distance between points in the embedded space is equal to 
the "diffusion distance" between probability distributions centered at those points. By integrating 
local similarities at different scales, diffusion maps gives a global description of the data-set. 
Compared with other methods, the diffusion maps algorithm is robust to noise perturbation and is 
computationally inexpensive.

The basic algorithm framework of diffusion map is as:

Step 1. Given the similarity matrix L


Step 2. Normalize the matrix according to parameter � 


Step 3. Form the normalized matrix � 


Step 4. Compute the k largest eigenvalues of �  and the corresponding eigenvectors.


Step 5. Use diffusion map to get the embedding � .


E. k-means 

K-means is an iterative unsupervised clustering algorithm. “K” stands for number of clusters and it 
is typically a user input to the algorithm, although some criteria can be used to automatically es-
timate K. This clustering technique aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which each 
observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean, serving as a prototype of the cluster. 
Even if the problem is computational difficult (NP-hard), there are many heuristic methods that are 
commonly used and lead to a quick convergence. So, the general description of the algorithm is 
the following. Given a set of observations (x1, …, xn), where each observation is a d-dimensional 
real vector, k-means clustering aims to partition the n observations into k (≤ n) sets S = {S1, …, Sk} 
so as to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS) (here we use variance as an 
example). Formally, the objective is to find:


 , where μi is the mean of points in Si. This 

is equivalent to minimizing the pairwise squared deviations of points in the same cluster:

� . Since k-means is using distances for determining about 

the similarity of two datapoints, the distance metric that has to be used by the algorithm can also 
be considered as a hyperparapeter. And according to the distance metric, the appropriate loss 
function has to be chosen by the user.


α : L(α) = D− αLD− α

M = (D(α))− 1L(α)

Mt

Ψt

arg min
S

k

∑
i= 1

∑
x∈Si

x − μi
2 = arg min

S

k

∑
i= 1

|Si |Var Si

arg min
S

k

∑
i= 1

1
2 |Si | ∑

x,y∈Si

x − y 2
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1.3.3 Trajectory drawing methods 

A. Minimum spanning tree 

A minimum spanning tree (MST) or minimum weight spanning tree is a subset of the edges of a 
connected, edge-weighted undirected graph that connects all the vertices together, without any 
cycles and with the minimum possible total edge weight. That is, it is a spanning tree whose sum 
of edge weights is as small as possible. More generally, any edge-weighted undirected graph (not 
necessarily connected) has a minimum spanning forest, which is a union of the minimum span-
ning trees for its connected components. If there are n vertices in the graph, then each spanning 
tree has n − 1 edges. Furthermore, there may be several minimum spanning trees of the same 
weight; in particular, if all the edge weights of a given graph are the same, then every spanning 
tree of that graph is minimum. Finally, there are many different algorithms that solve the problem 
of finding the MST, however the original first algorithm was suggested by Otakar Borůvka in 1926.


B. Principal Curves 
 

Principal Curves are smooth one-dimension curves that pass through the middle of a p-dimen-
sional dataset, providing a non-linear summary of the data. They are non parametric, and their 
shape is suggested by the data. The algorithm for constructing principal curves starts with some 
prior summary such as the usual principal-component. The idea behind the construct of the curve 
are the smoothers. The curve in each successive iteration is a smooth or local average of the p-
dimensional points, where the definition of local is based on the distance in arc length of the pro-
jections of the points onto the curve found in the previous iteration. 

The intuition of this method is, that if we pick any point on the curve, collect all of the data that 
project onto this point and average them, then this average coincided with the point to the curve. 
In order to apply the method, the principal components of the dataset have to be found. Then, 
starting with a standard linear regression, the mean value (error) of the distance between each 
point and its projection to the line is calculated. The goal is to construct the curve that minimizes 
this error. The algorithm needs many iterations and may never lead to a convergence.


C.Reversed graph embedding/DDRTree 

In topological graph theory, an embedding (also spelled imbedding) of a graph G on a surface Σ  
is a representation of G on Σ in which points of Σ are associated with vertices and simple arcs 
(homeomorphic images of [0,1] are associated with edges in such a way that:

i) the endpoints of the arc associated with an edge e are the points associated with the end ver-

tices of e

ii) no arcs include points associated with other vertices

iii) two arcs never intersect at a point which is interior to either of the arcs.
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The reversed graph embedding (RGE) is a technique that simultaneously learns a principal graph 
that represents the cell trajectory, as well as a function that maps points on the trajectory (which is 
embedded in low dimensions) back to the original high dimensional space. RGE aims to learn 
both a set of latent points Z = {z1, . . . , zN } and an undirected graph G that connects these latent 
points. The latent points Z in the low-dimensional space corresponds to the input data X = {x1, . . . 
, xN } in the high-dimensional space. The graph G = (V, E) contains a set of vertices V = {V1, . . . , 

VN } and a set of weighted, undirected edges E, where each Vi corresponds to latent point zi, so 
the graph also resides in the latent, low-dimensional space.

In the context of the single-cell trajectory construction problem, x1 is a vector of the expression 
values of the ith cell in a single-cell RNA-Seq experiment, G is the learned trajectory (for example, 

a tree) along which the cells transit, and z1 is the principal point on G corresponding to the cell xi.

RGE learns the graph G as well as a function that maps back to the input data space. Let bi,j de-
note the weight of edge (Vi,Vj), which represents the connectivity between zi and zj. In other words, 

bi,j > 0 means that edge (Vi,Vj) exists in G, and 0 otherwise. Define f (G) as the projection function 
from zi to some point in the high-dimensional space. To learn G, Z and f (G), we need to optimize:


where Gb is a set of feasible graph structures parameterized by {bi,j, for each i,j}, and F is a set of 
functions mapping a latent, low-dimensional point to a point in the original, high-dimensional 
space. The above optimization will learn graph structures in the latent space, but it does not mea-
sure the deviations of latent points to the observed data. Therefore, no effort is made to ensure 
that the graph nodes are embedded in a way relevant to the cloud of observed data points. To 
ensure the graph describes the overall structure of the observed data, RGE aims to position the 
latent points such that their image under the function f (G) (that is, their corresponding positions in 
the high-dimensional space) will be close to the input data. The optimization problem is ex-
pressed as:


where λ is a parameter that adjusts the relative strength of these two summations. Of course, 
some constraints have to be placed for Gb and f (G). Those constraints are depended by each ex-
act RGE technique is used. 

The first RGE technique is SimplePPT and was proposed by Mao et al 2016 and its goal was to 
learn a tree structure that describes a set of observed data points. The tree can be learned in the 
original space or in some lower dimension retrieved by some dimensionality reduction method. 
SimplePPT makes some choices that simplify the optimization problem of the RGE. Interestingly, 
fG(zi) is optimized as one single variable instead of two separate sets of variables. Moreover, the 
loss function in the RGE is replaced by the empirical quantization error, which serves as the mea-
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surement between the f (G(zi)) and its corresponding observed points xi. The joint optimization of   
f (G(zi)) is efficient from the perspective of optimization with respect to {bi,j}, which is solved by 
simply finding the minimum spanning tree (MST).

An extension of SimplePPT was proposed by the same developers. The aim was that the tech-
nique would be able to learn arbitrary graphs, rather than just trees, which describe large datasets 
embedded in the same space as the input. Therefore they concluded to the “principal L1 graph” 

algorithm. An L1 graph is a sparse graph which is based on the assumption that each data point 
(or cell) has a small number of neighborhoods in which the minimum number of points that span a 
low-dimensional affine subspace passing through that point. In addition, there may exist noise in 
certain elements of zi and a natural idea is to estimate the edge weights by tolerating these errors. 
In general, a sparse solution is more robust and facilitates the consequent identification of test 
sample (or sequenced single-cell samples). Unlike SimplePPT, this method learns the graph by 
formulating the optimization as a linear programming problem. This generalization of SimplePPT 
was used by the same group to learn tree structures for large datasets through the calculation of 
similarly, and therefore, applying a clustering to the data points.

The method “Discriminative dimensionality reduction via learning a tree” (DDRTree) is actually a 
form of the generalized SimplePPT. It provides two key features not offered by SimplePPT learn-
ing framework. Firstly, DDRTree does not assume the graph resides in the input space, and can 
reduce its dimensionality while learning the trajectory. Secondly, it also does not require that there 
be one node in the graph per data point. Like SimplePPT, DDRTree learns a latent point for each 
cell, along with a linear projection function f (G(zi)) = Wzi, where W = [w1, . . . , wd] is a matrix with 
columns that form an orthogonal basis {w1, . . . , wd}. DDRTree simultaneously learns a graph on a 
second set of latent points Y = {yk}kk=1 . These points are treated as the centroids of {zi}Ni=1 where 

K� N and the principal graph is the spanning tree of those centroids. The schema that has to be 
optimized is:


s.t. �  and � . 


Actually, the algorithm acts as soft K-means clustering on points Z, and jointly learns a graph on 
the K cluster centers. The matrix R with the (i,k)th element as r(i,k) transforms the hard assignments 

used in K-means into soft assignments with σ > 0 as a regularization parameter. The above prob-
lem contains a number of analytical steps, and can be solved by alternating optimization until 
convergence. Moreover, because some of the more expensive numerical operations involve ma-
trices that are K dimensional (instead of N dimensional), they have complexity that is invariant of 
the size of the input data for a small fixed K. Depending to the dataset, the exact number of K that 
has to be used is different. There are algorithms (like MonocleDDRTree, which will be presented in 

≤

WTW = I
K

∑
k = 1

ri,k = 1, ri,k ≥ , f o r each i, k
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the next section) and methods (like Silhouette scoring) that are able to provide an insight of the 
appropriate number of K to be choose.


1.4 Comparative analysis of TI methods for reconstruct-
ing protein signaling dynamics  

In this project we do not test all of the algorithms. First of all, we are excluding from the analysis 
all algorithms that are considering bifurcations, because we assume that the activation stimuli 
leads to a linear activation process. Moreover, we aim on applying an unsupervised application of 
each algorithms, therefore methods that demand a prior knowledge are excluded. Finally, we tar-
get on finding the best method for both steps of the T.I. methods and therefore we combined dif-
ferent methods. For this reason, we examine only 6 algorithms (Table 1.2, Image 1.9): MonocleD-
DRTree (Qiu et al., 2017), SCORPIUS (Cannoodt et al., 2016), Slingshot (Street et al., 2018) with 
PCA and t-SNE, Diffusion Map (Haghverdi et al., 2015) with Principal Curves and t-SNE with Prin-
cipal Curves. The mechanics of each method will be presented in following section.
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Image 1.9: The 6 algorithms tested in this Thesis.  
Generally, T.I. methods are two stepped algorithms. During their first step, a dimensionality reduction 

method is applied and then, a trajectory is inferred. Some algorithm apply more than one dimensionality 
reduction methods, utilizing also a filtering or a clustering methods. As far as the trajectory inference 
method is concerned, the algorithms can be chategorize in graph-based or curve-based, while some 
algorithms use both methods. On the right, the 6 algorithms tested in this Thesis are depicted with 
different colors. Arrows with the same color are describing the methods that each algorithm uses.
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1.4.1 Performance metrics for T.I. 

The above algorithms were constructed in order to exploit dynamical cell processes (differentia-
tion and proliferation), however they have not been used yet in the field of signaling processes. 
Therefore, in order to evaluate the algorithms, we constructed 3 novel metrics and, together with 
an already published method we evaluate different aspects of the algorithms’ performance: the 
biological meaning of the output, the robustness of the algorithms, the roughness of the outputted 
trajectories and the information derived of each algorithm according to the initial dataset.


1.4.1.1 pp-Evaluation 

The “protein pairs (pp) - Evaluation” heuristic was used as a metric for evaluating the performance 
of trajectory inference algorithms, considering the already known biological pathways. Our goal is, 
firstly, to show that pseudotime estimates provide richer information about the dynamics of the 
pathway than experimental time alone and, secondly, to identify the algorithm which can best ex-
tract the biological information. To this end, we calculate the order of proteins during signal trans-
duction by employing the structure of the underlying signaling pathway as prior knowledge.


1.4.1.2 SiЯ 

The ” Robustness  in Subsampling (SiЯ)” heuristic metric is aiming at the calculation of the ro-
bustness of each algorithm. Taking advantage of subsampling techniques without replacement 
(Lavrakas, 2008), we construct many datasets out of the initial dataset and apply on them each 

Table 1.2. : Algorithms that are examined in this project
Algorithms examined Dimensionality 

Reduction Method
Trajectory  
Infercence Method

Publication (if exist)

MonocleDDRTree • t-SNE

• Density Peak Clustering 

• RGE (DDRTree) Qiu et al., 2017

SCORPIUS • Spearman Correlation 
• MDS

• k-means

• Principal Curves (for 

optimization)

Cannoodt et al., 2016

Slingshot w/h PCA • PCA • MST 

• Principal Curves (for 

pseudotime)

Street et al., 2018

Slingshot w/h t-SNE • t-SNE • MST 

• Principal Curves (for 

pseudotime)

Street et al., 2018

Diffusion Map w/h  
Principal Curves

• Diffusion Maps • Principal Curves Haghverdi et al., 2015

t-SNE w/h  
Principal Curves

• t-SNE • Principal Curves Marco et al., 2014
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T.I. method. The goal is to examine whether the output is robust, assuming that the algorithm that 
returns similar pseudotimes for each sub-dataset is the most robust. 


1.4.1.3 Roughness 

This metric was applied in order to evaluate the roughness of the phosphorylation profiles con-
structed by each algorithm. It is based on the initial idea of Reid J.E. and Wernisch L. (2016), 
however, in their application they were using this metric to evaluate the expression of held-out 
genes. In our approach, we evaluate the roughness of the phosphorylation levels of each protein 
on the ordered cells. Finally, we set as a null hypothesis that the cells are ordered by capture time 
are equally likely to have any order and apply a one-sided t-test to determine if the mean of the 
roughness of the pseudotime orderings is less than the mean of the roughness of orderings drawn 
under the null hypothesis.


1.4.1.4 PseudoCorrelation 

This metric was applied in order to evaluate the created pseudotime by each algorithm. It is based 
on the assumption that the created pseudotime should include maximum information derived for 
the dataset and therefore the correlation of the created pseudotime with the initial dataset should 
be high. For calculating the correlation, the distance correlation (Szekely et al., 2007) is measured. 
This measure refers to the dependence between two random vectors, which are not necessarily of 
equal dimensions and the association of linear and nonlinear can be identified.  
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2.Materials and Methods


2.1 Methods for signaling dynamics T.I. 
As explained in the introduction, for the purposes of this thesis we are evaluating a subset of the 
TI algorithms from those indicated in Table 1.2. This subset of approaches has been carefully 
chosen so as to apply the most common representative ones to the signaling dynamics setting. 
Below, the mechanics of this subset of algorithms are described in detail.


2.1.1 Monocle 

Monocle is an algorithm that has two versions. The first one (MonocleICA) was published in 2014 
and the first step that is applied is to represent the expression profile of each cell as  a  point  in  a  
high-dimensional  Euclidean  space,  with  one  dimension  for  each  gene. Secondly,  it  reduces  
the  dimensionality  of  this  space  using  independent  component  analysis (ICA).  Dimensionali-
ty  reduction  transforms  the  cell  data  from  a  high-dimensional  space  into  a  low-dimension-
al  one  that  preserves  essential  relationships  between  cell  populations  but  is  much  easier  
to  visualize  and  interpret.  Then,  Monocle  constructs  a  minimum  spanning  tree  (MST) and 
finally, finds  the  longest  path  through  the  MST,  corresponding  to  the  longest  sequence  of  
transcriptionally  similar  cells. The specific algorithm was not tested in this project, although it is 
included in the Pipeline.R script. We could not test this algorithm, because of constant crashing 
and inner non-comprehendible function errors. The second version of the algorithm was utilized 
instead of the first version.

Monocle’s second version (MonocleDDRTree) can be considered as a distinct algorithm, since the 
methods used by it are different. Firstly, t-SNE is applied as a dimensionality reduction step. Then, 
DDRTree is applied and the trajectory is learned through the tree. As explained in the introduction, 
DDRTree is a combined method of RGE, where the MST is learned. The longest path in this MST 
is considered as the trajectory of the cells.

 


2.1.2 SCORPIUS 

SCORPIUS is an algorithm that uses spearman correlation and Multidimensional scaling for the 
dimensionality reduction step. Then it applies a k-means, draws the initial trajectory using the 
centroids returned from k-means and optimizes the trajectory using Principal Curves. Finally, a 
feature selection is applied using random forests step, but this last step does not affect the trajec-
tory output.

Spearman correlation is a non-parametric measure of rank correlation. It assesses how well the 
relationship between two variables can be described using a monotonic function. It can be con-
sidered similar to Pearson’s correlation, when instead on the given values, their ranks are taken 
into accountant. Therefore, it is typically more robust to outliers, when noisy datasets are used. 
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SCORPIUS calculates spearman correlation during the dimensionality reduction step as a unit of 
independence between all pairs of cells. Cells with very small correlation are considered as out-
liers and are removed.  Then, MDS is used to reduce the dimensionality of the cells.

On a next step, k-means is applied on the reduced dimensions. An initial trajectory is constructed 
by clustering the data and finding the shortest path though the cluster centers. This initial trajecto-
ry is subsequently refined in an iterative way using Principal Curves. The individual cells are then 
ordered by projecting the lower-dimensional points onto the trajectory. In the third and final step, 
SCORPIUS infers the degree to which features (genes or proteins) and their expression levels are 
involved in the dynamic process. This is achieved by ranking the genes according to their ability 
to predict the ordering of cells from the expression data, using the Random Forest algorithm. The 
use of the Random Forest algorithm assesses the importance of a feature with respect to the in-
ferred trajectory. By using a random forest to predict the pseudotime of a cell from its expression 
data, the importance of a feature’s levels with respect to the prediction made can be calculated. 
More specifically, a random forest consists of many decision trees in which non-leaf nodes repre-
sent decision splits based on one of the features and leaf-nodes contain predictions for the order-
ings. The importance of a feature is then the mean decrease in mean squared error (MSE) each 
time that this feature is used to create a split. The features are ordered by importance and can be 
returned as a list to the user. However, this feature selection does not affect the way the trajectory 
is inferred. 


2.1.3 Slingshot w/h PCA 

Slingshot uses cluster-based construction of lineages. A dimensionality reduction step has to be 
applied from the user separately at the beginning, and which method to choose is upon the user 
and the nature of the examined dataset. 

In its first step, Slingshot identifies lineages in the reduced-dimensional space by treating clusters 
of cells as nodes in a graph, using k-means. Then, it is drawing an MST between the nodes. It is 
an algorithm able to create both linear and bifurcated trajectories. For the linear approach, the lin-
eage is defined as the ordered sets of clusters created by tracing the path through the MST, start-
ing from a given root node. This root node can be provided a priori from the user. Otherwise, the 
root of the MST is considered as starting point. As explained in the introduction, constructing a 
MST involves specifying a distance measure between nodes (here, clusters). Although in principle 
any type of distance measure could be used (e.g., Euclidean, Manhattan), Slingshot’s developers 
have found that a Mahalanobis distance, i.e., a covariance-scaled Euclidean distance, that ac-
counts for cluster shape, works well in practice. Specifically, the pairwise distance between clus-
ters i and j, d(Ci,Cj), is defined as:
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where Xi represents the center (mean) of cluster i and Si its empirical covariance matrix in the re-
duced-dimensional space. This is essentially a multivariate t-statistic. By default, Slingshot uses 
the full covariance matrix of both clusters, allowing to draw trees that are better covered by and 
representative of the cells in a dataset. The second stage of Slingshot is concerned with assigning 
pseudotimes to individual cells. Applying principal curves, the final pseudotime values are derived 
from each point’s orthogonal projection onto the curves.


2.1.4 Slingshot w/h tSNE 

As explained above, Slingshot is an algorithm that demands a dimensionality reduction method to 
be applied, chosen by the user. For this reason, we test the algorithm also when combined with t-
SNE.


2.1.5 Diffusion Maps w/h Principal Curves 

In order to test a variation between the combination of methods, we tested an algorithm where 
Diffusion Maps are used for the dimensionality reduction step and the trajectory is inferred by 
Principal Curves.


2.1.6 tSNE w/h Principal Curves 

Again, aiming at testing a variation between the combination of methods, we tested an algorithm 
where t-SNE is used as the dimensionality reduction method and the trajectory is created by Prin-
cipal Curves.


2.1.7 Other promising methods 

During this project we came across many different algorithms and studied their methodology. An 
interesting approach was the one that tried to solve the problem from the aspect of Gaussian 
Processes. Algorithms like pseudogp, DeLorean and gpfates are using this methodology. Accord-
ing to probabilistic theory, a Gaussian Process is a stochastic process, such that every finite col-
lection of those random variables has a multivariate normal distribution. The distribution of a 
Gaussian process is the joint distribution of all those (infinitely many) random variables, and as 
such, it is a distribution over functions with a continuous domain, e.g. time or space (Rasmussen 
and Williams, 2006). A time continuous stochastic process is Gaussian if and only if for every finite 

set of indices t1,…, tk in the index set T,  is a multivariate Gaussian ran-

dom variable. In the problem of constructing the dynamics, the phosphorylation levels of the pro-
teins through the biological time (pseudotime) can be assumed to have normal distributions. 
Therefore, we believe that this approach could provide a solution to this problem. Unfortunately, 
the algorithms that are using this method are not time efficient, since the algorithm of Gaussian 

Xt1,…,tk = (Xt1, …, Xtk)
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processes has order O3 and is dependent on the number of the examined cells. This approach, 
for data derived from mass cytometry where thousands of cells are measured, leads to enormous 
calculation durations and, therefore, it could not be tested during this project. Furthermore, inner 
function errors occurred during the application of the algorithms that utilize this method.

Another approach would be to define the task as a seriation problem. Seriation is an exploratory 
combinatorial data analysis technique to reorder objects into a sequence along a one-dimensional 
continuum so that it best reveals regularity and patterning among the whole series. It falls under 
the umbrella of the unsupervised learning. Using seriation and matrix reordering, it allows pattern 
discovery simultaneously at three information levels: local fragments of relationships, sets of or-
ganized local fragments of relationships, and an overall structural pattern (Liiv, 2010). Seriation 
has the longest roots among the disciplines of archaeology and anthropology, where, for the mo-
ment, it has reached also the maturest level of research (O’Brien and  Lyman, 1999). Seriation 
methods in biology have similar methodological roots. The paradigm of data analysis using the 
reordering of rows and columns that seriation theory proposes was introduced to the community 
of biologists by Sokal and Sneath (1963). However, the only reference of approaching the trajecto-
ry inference problem of biological dynamic process as a seriation problem is in the publication of 
De Baets et al. (2016) where they examine the possibility of applying this theory during graph min-
ing for Wanderlust algorithm. But still, Wanderlust examines the problem as an ordering and not 
as a seriation problem.

The field of developing trajectory inference algorithms is a state-of-the-art and blooming field. 
Many algorithms are still published, but as we mentioned, they are constructed for inferring trajec-
tories of slower biological processes (like proliferation and differentiation) measures in different 
data structures (RNA-seq).


2.2 Metrics for comparative analysis 
In order to evaluate the algorithms, we constructed 3 novel evaluation approaches and also ap-
plied an already published method. Even if for each evaluation different scripts were created, we 
feel confident comparing the results, since the random seed was set and same across the whole 
evaluation process. Therefore, even algorithms that have some stochasticity, they returned the 
same trajectory through the different analyses. Setting standard seed was excluded for the meth-
ods that use permutations and sub-samplings.


2.2.1  pp-Evaluation 

“Protein-pairs”- Evaluation is a novel and supervised method, based on the already published 
pathways. Its goal is to evaluate the algorithm according to the golden standard of the biological 
truth. The steps for the evaluation are described in Algorithm 1. In order to validate the output 
from a biological aspect, we have to sort the proteins according to the time that they reach their 
maximum (image 2.1).
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Therefore, the first step is to apply the trajecto-
ry inference method on the initial dataset. 
Then, having the pseudotime calculated, it is 
scaled (see code session) in order to be com-
parable between all different algorithms. Fur-
thermore, we apply a shifting on the pseudo-
time, so that all trajectories start from the cells 
of zero experimental timepoint. A spline model 
(explained in the modeling section) is fitted. 
For all proteins of the same dataset the same 
nodes are used for the construction of the 
models. For each created model, we find the 
pseudo-timepoint at which the model takes its 
maximum value (“time-to-max”). Having all 
the “time-to-max” pseudo-timepoints sorted, 
we are constructing a matrix that describes 
the relation between two proteins’ order. In 
that way we are creating “protein-pairs”. We 
examine all pairs of proteins and identify 
which protein is phosphorylated before the 
other. For each pair, we name the protein that 
is reaching its maximum phosphorylation level 
before the other as the ”upstream-protein” 
while the one following it is named the 
“downstream-protein”. In this manner, each 
protein-pair includes one “upstream” and one 
“downstream” protein. We apply the same 
method to the published pathway. However, 
the pathways are not linear and include 
branches, and therefore it is not possible to 
examine the whole pathway at once. The ap-
proach that we follow, then, is to break down the pathway into its linear parts. Of course, it is pos-
sible that one protein can be an “upstream” protein for more than one “downstream” proteins or 
for none, both in the evaluated algorithms and in the published pathway. Moreover, if two proteins 
belong to separate branches of the same pathway, they are not considered as a protein pair. For 
this reason we expect that the number of protein pairs in the pathway will be less than n x (n - 1)/2 
, where n is the number of proteins. If the pathway does not include branches, it would be equal 
to the above number. 

Both matrices in our tested datasets have 14x14 dimensions, having both rows and columns to 
refer to the phosphorylated proteins. Furthermore, they have zeros in the diagonal, but are not 
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Algorithm 1
pp-Evaluation Algorithm

Step 1. Create the trajectrory

Step 2. Fit spline model that describes the 
expression values

Step 3. Find time to maximum expression (time-to-
max)

Step 4. Sort proteins according to time-to-max 

Step 5. Create adjacency matrix M of sorted 
proteins 

Step 6. Create adjacency matrix N  of published 
pathway

Step 7. Compare M, N: count correct “1” 

Image 2.1: Time to max for pPlcg2 in PMA. 
After scaling the pseudotime and fitting a model, identify 

the pseudotime at which the protein reaches its 
maximum expression level.
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symmetric. Each i, j element is [0,1] in , while 1 means that the ith protein is an upstream protein 

of jth, while 0 indicates any other relation ( j being upstream or i, j not connected). For the datasets 
that were used in this project, the signaling pathway that describes the biological truth is provided 
in Image 2.5. The matrix derived by this pathway is appended in Table 2.1. The maximum score 
that could an algorithm reach would be 100% by identifying correctly the 33 “ones” of the table. 
The higher the score, the better the biological truth is captured by the algorithm.


The code:

We created two separated R scripts that aim on the calculation of this specific metric (max_pro-
teins.R and PP_Evaluation.R): 

a.) max_proteins.R is a script that finds the “time-to-max” for each protein and then sorts them 
for the earliest to the latest. It takes as input the constructed pseudotime by an algorithm (this is 
created by the “Pipeline.R” script) and scales the pseudotime in order to assure that all pseudo-
time values are in [0,1]. For each pi, where P is the vector including the pseudotime-points of the 
cells, we calculate Psi = ( pi - min (P) ) / (max (P) - min (P) ). Then, the pseudotime is shifted, so 

ℕ

Table 2.1: pp-matrix for Bodenmiller et al. 2012 dataset
pSHP2 pStat1 pStat3 pStat5 pBtk pS6 pErk pp38 pNFkB pSlp76 pZap7

0
pLat pPlcg2 pAkt

pSHP2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

pStat1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pStat3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pStat5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pBtk 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

pS6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pErk 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pp38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pNFkB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pSlp76 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pZap7
0

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

pLat 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

pPlcg2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

pAkt 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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that zero pseudotime refers to cells of zero experimental timepoint and a natural cubic spline 
model with degrees of freedom being equal to 3 is fitted for each protein separately. All models 
use the same nodes. Having the models that describe the expression values of each protein 
through the scaled pseudotime, we identify the pseudotime-point at which the model takes its 
maximum y (pseudotime) value. Finally, we create a matrix M (14 x 3), where each row refers to a 
different protein and the columns provide information about the name, the maximum expression 
value and the “time-to-max” of each protein. This matrix is sorted in an ascending manner ac-
cording the “time-to-max” column and is saved for further analysis. 


b.) PP_Evaluation.R takes as input a matrix M with the sorted (according to their “time-to-max”) 

proteins created by max_proteins.R and an .csv file that has the matrix of the golden standard  of 
a published pathway. Unfortunately, in this project this matrix had to be manually created. Then, 
for each i,j element of the adjacency matrix of the published pathway, the algorithm checks 
whether it is a “1” or “0”. If it is a “1”, the names of the ith protein is looked up in the M matrix and 

its index is kept. Then the jth protein is searched in the M matrix and its index is compared with 
the ith index. If it is smaller, then a point is added to a total score. The total score is returned to-
gether with total number of “1” that the M matrix included and with their deviation. The proportion 
of the correct answer is the one reported in the results.


2.2.2 SiЯ 

SiЯ evaluation metric was developed aiming 
on examining the robustness of each algo-
rithm. The goal is to create a matrix N (Image 
2.2) that has as rows the order of the cells of 
the initial dataset and in the columns all the 
cells of the initial dataset. The values in the 
cells will refer to the order of the specific cell 
through the pseudotime, when they were se-
lected during the subsampling. Then, we 
calculate the correlation between each row 
with the first row, but only for the cells that 
are common in each pair of rows. Since a 
robust algorithm would return similar outputs 
after each run, high Spearman and Kendall 
correlation values depict more robust algo-

rithms. Both Spearman and Kendall correlations are creating the inner order of the vectors, there-
fore it is not necessary to create the orders of the cells according to their pseudotime (Algorithm 
2). We used the above metric on both datasets calculating Kendall and Spearman correlation. 
Both correlation mean values were extracted for the true scores and for the absolute values. We 
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Algorithm 2
SiЯ Algorithm

Step 1. Find Pseudotime for the whole initial 
dataset

Step 2. Subsample stratified against experimental 
timepoints, without replacement and apply T.I.

Step 3. Calculate spearman and Kendall correlation 
of pseudotimes

Step 4. Apply steps 2 & 3 100 times

Step 6. Find the best pseudotime shifting of the 
subset, according to correlation with the initial 
pseudotime.

Step 5. Find mean value of the best correlation of 
both correlations. 



used 100 subsets of the initial dataset, con-
structing them stratified against the experi-
mental time point. Furthermore, each subset 
included the 20% of the initial data points. 


The code:

In order to calculated this metric for each 
algorithm, we constructed the SiR.R script, 
again in R. The code takes as input the FCS 
files that refer to a specific stimuli interven-
tion dataset. This can be chosen by the user. 
Then, according to the selected algorithm, 
the whole T.I. method is applied to the whole 
dataset, extracting the pseudotime. Then, 
the order of the cells is calculated. On a next 
step, for nboot minus 1 times (for our ap-

proach we used nboot = 101), a subsample of the initial dataset is extracted. The subsample is a 
stratified dataset according to the experimental timepoints. In that way we are sure that even if a 
timepoint experiment has only a few samples, the subsampled dataset will keep the initial distrib-
ution of the experimental timepoints samples. Each subsample includes the 20% of the amount of 
datapoints that were in the dataset. Then, in each subsampled dataset, the T.I. method is applied 
and again the order of the cells through pseudotime is identified. For the out-of-the-bag cells, the 
order is characterized as “NA”. Each row that refers to the ordered cells is then appended in a 
matrix, which finally has 101 row (one for the initial run and 100 for the subsampled dataset) and 
columns as many as the cells that were included in the initial dataset. This matrix is then saved for 
further analysis and as a backup, because the above procedure is time consuming. On this matrix 
we then calculate the Spearman and the Kendall correlation. For this calculation we use the cor 
function provided by R. Obviously, when a “NA” is present in the examined row, the specific ele-
ment is never taken into account. In order to identify the highest possible correlation, we apply a 
shifting to the pseudotime that is derived from the subset. More specific, we apply 100 shiftings, 
where the step used is #of cells/100. Then, we append the absolute correlation values in a list and 
keep as best the highest value. The best values are appended in a new list and this procedure 
leads to the creation of list that includes 100 (# of subsets) correlation values. We then, calculated 
the average value of correlation, both Kendall and Spearman methods.


2.2.3 Roughness 

This metric was applied in order to evaluate the created pseudotime by each algorithm, according 
to how smooth the trajectories of each expressed property is. It was firstly suggest by Reid J.E. 
and Wernisch L. (2016) as a validation technique. In the initial publication this technical validation 
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Image 2.2: Cartoon example of N matrix created 
by SiЯ. 

Each row refers to different subset of the initial dataset, 
except from the first row that includes all the cells. Each 
column refers to the cells. The values are the order of the 
cell created each time from the T.I. method. When a cell 

was not included in the subset, its value is NA. The 
spearman and Kendall correlations are calculated for the 

rows of that matrix
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on the smoothness of expression profiles 
was induced on held-out genes. To evaluate 
the smoothness, they researchers devel-
oped a basic statistic to capture this con-
cept. Given expression values x′g,c for a 
held-out gene g over cells 1≤c≤C, pseudo-
times t1,…,tC and an ordering z1,…,zC such 

that: tz1 ≤ … ≤ tzC. They defined the rough-
ness of the gene in terms of the differences 
of consecutive expression measurements 
under the ordering given by the pseudo-
times: 


where σg is the standard deviation of the ex-
pression measurements. Low Rg values 
should correlate with smooth profiles and 
high Rg values should correlate with rough 
profiles.

One benefit of defining Rg in terms of the 
pseudotime ordering rather than the pseudo-
time itself, according to the developers, is 
that it is easy to generate random orderings 
under a suitable null hypothesis. The null hy-
pothesis we use is that the cells are ordered 
by capture time are equally likely to have any 
order. That is, we generate random orderings 
that respect the capture times. We use a 
one-sided t-test to determine if the mean of the roughness of the pseudotime orderings is less 
than the mean of the roughness of orderings drawn under the null hypothesis. Defining Rg in 
terms of the ordering rather than the actual pseudotime also allows the use of the metric to com-
pare the roughness of orderings from other methods.

In our approach we take advantage of the already established algorithm and “rearrange” it in or-
der to evaluate the smoothness of the expression profiles created by each algorithm for each 
phosphorylated protein. The fitted to our problem algorithm of calculating the Roughness is de-
scribed in Algorithm 3. So, the first step refers to the application of the T.I. method on the whole 
initial dataset, aiming on extracting the order of the cells, according to their pseudotime. Then, for 
each phosphorylated protein, its expression values are constructing a vector z, where zi refers to 
the expression value of the specific examined protein of the ith cell of the ordered cells. We calcu-
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Image 2.3: Roughness Example. 
X axis refers to the pseudotime and Y axis to the 

expression values of an examined protein. The black line 
depictes the fitted model and the red to the roughness. 
Roughness equation calculates the means euclidean 

distance between neighboring ordered cells. The rougher 
the model, the higher the Rg of the protein. The metric 

returned refers to the mean Rg of proteins.
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Algorithm 3
Roughness Algorithm

Step 1. Find Pseudotime for the whole initial 
dataset

Step 2. Order cells according to their pseudotime

Step 3. For each protein take as vector z its 
expression according to the cells order

Step 4. Calculate Rg ( z )

Step 5. Permute z 100 times => calculate each time 
the R (pzi ), where pz the permuted expression of 
the specific protein.

Step 6. Apply one-sided t-test to determine if the 
mean of the roughness of the pseudotime 
orderings is less than the mean of the roughness of 
orderings drawn under the null hypothesis



late the Roughness Rg(z), according to the equation provided by the developers. We apply this to 
all 14 phosphorylated proteins and we calculate the mean value. This value we report. However, in 
order to see whether this value is statistical significant different, and more specific, smaller than a 
random order of the expression values, we apply a one-sided t-test between the 14 expression 
roughnesses calculated from the ordered cells in contrast to the permuted values. This test re-
turns a p-value, where the alternative hypothesis is that the observed mean roughness of the or-
dered cells is less than the random. We report the results of the t-test also, together with the 
mean value of the permuted expressions.


The code:

For calculating the mean roughness of the phosphorylations after each T.I. method, we wrote the 
Roughness.R script. The script takes as input the FCS files that refer to a specific stimuli interven-
tion dataset. This can be chosen by the user. Then, it applies the T.I method, extracts the pseudo-
time and finally the order of the cells. For each phosphorylated marker, the expression according 
to the initial dataset is identified, creating the new z vector. The roughness of z is calculated. Then 
z is permuted 100 times and the roughness of each pz is calculated an appended to a list. Having 
applied the above for all 14 phosphorylated proteins, we end up with two objects: (a) one list in-
cluding the 14 observed roughness values and (b) a matrix that has 14x100 dimensions, where 
each row refers to 100 permuted values of each protein. Then, the mean value of each column is 
calculated, returning the mean roughness of each permuted dataset. Finally, we apply the one-
sided t-test between the 14 observed roughnesses and the 100 of each permuted datasets. Let 
us note, that for each algorithm’s examination, a different permutation test has been applied. A 
plot with the roughnesses of each algorithm for all datasets is created and the matrix that includes 
the observed roughnesses is saved.


2.2.4 PseudoCorrelation 

The PseudoCorrelation metric was created 
in order to evaluate each algorithm accord-
ing to how much information the trajectory is 
capturing from the initial dataset. We as-
sume that the algorithm that is mostly corre-
lated with the initial dataset is the one cap-
turing the most information. The exact steps 
of the algorithm are described in Algorithm 4. As a first step, we apply the T.I. method on the 
whole dataset, The pseudotime (y) returned is then used and the distance correlation of this y with 
the whole initial dataset is calculated and reported.
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Algorithm 4
PseudoCorrelation Algorithm

Step 1. Apply the T.I. method on the initial dataset.

Step 2. Calculate the distance correlation of the 
initial dataset with the returned pseudotime



The code:

For this metric calculation a separate script was written (PseudoCor.R). The script takes as input 
the FCS files that refer to a specific stimuli intervention dataset. This can be chosen by the user. 
At the beginning, the T.I. method is applied and the pseudotime returned is kept. Then, we calcu-
late the distance correlation of the predicted pseudotime with the initial dataset using the 
dcor.test function of the energy R package.


2.3 Single cell mass cytometry data 
For evaluating the presented T.I. methods on single cell temporal data of protein signaling we 
used published mass cytometry data. As mentioned in the introduction, mass cytometry is a sin-
gle-cell technique similar to mass spectrometry based on time-of-flight and inductive coupled 
plasma mass spectrometry (Bandura et al., 2009), able to capture the intercellular heterogeneity.


2.3.1 The Bodenmiller dataset 

In this project, the dataset we used was published by Bodenmiller et al. in 2012 where, among 
other experiments, the authors systematically quantify the temporal response of several PBMCs 
populations to (10 + 1 control) 11 different signaling activators. More specifically, for our analysis 
here, we chose two datasets were cd4+ T-cells were observed after stimulation with Orthovana-
date (pVO4, Intervention 01) or PMA/ionomycin (PMA, Intervention 12). Orthovanadate is an in-
hibitor of tyrosine phosphatases which causes a hyper-phosphorylation of cellular proteins (Sakai 
A.,1997). On the other hand, PMA activates protein kinase C (PKC), while ionomycin is a calcium 
ionophore, and stimulation with these compounds bypasses the T-cell membrane receptor com-
plex leading to activation of several intracellular signaling pathways, resulting in T-cell activation 
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Image 2.5: General Signaling Pathway for PBMCs 
studied by Bodenmiller et al. 2012 

Red circles mark the measured proteins, while blue indicated the 
different stimuli used in the study.
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and production of a variety of cytokines (Ai et al., 2013). We use those two datasets, because 
CD4+ T-helper cells are well studied cells, and their signaling pathways have been examined thor-
oughly. Furthermore, the stimulation effect both of pVO4 and PMA/ionomycin also are studied and 
therefore, these two datasets can be considered as the best candidates for the evaluation of the 
T.I. methods.

Image 2.5 shows the known T-cell receptor pathway which is involved in the signaling cascade 
studied here. Red circles mark the measured proteins. Each dataset includes measurements on 
10 surface markers (table 2.2) and 14 phosphorylation sites (24 proteins in total) in 8 experimental 
time points (0 min, 1 min, 5 min, 15 min, 30 min, 60 min, 120 min, 240 min).
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Table 2.3: Info about PMA/ionomycin stimuli dataset
Timepoint # of samples

0 min 2543

1 min 2136

5 min 2510

15 min 2041

30 min 2254

60 min 2041

120 min 2314

240 min 1488

Table 2.2 : Proteins Measured in both datasets

Phosphorylated Markers Identification Markers Surface Markers

pNFKβ Time CD3

pp38 Cell_length CD45

pSTAT5 Barcode1 CD4

pAkt Barcode2 CD20

pSTAT1 Barcode3 CD33

pSHS2 Barcode4 CD123

pZap70 Barcode5 CD14

pSTAT3 Barcode6 IgM

pSlp76 Barcode7 HLA-DR

pBtk DNA-1 CD7

pPlcg2 DNA-2

pErk

pLat

pS6



Furthermore, each for each timepoint, different number of cells were measured. In the FCS files 
each row indicates a separate cell, therefore, the number of rows refers to the number of the 
measured cells (Tables 2.3 and 2.4)


2.3.2 Data assessment  

Generally, single-cell mass cytometry data may import some additional problems during their 
analysis, than using another experimental technique. First of all, it is common that mass (and flow) 
cytometry data may include batch effects (Shaham et al., 2017). Batch effect refer to technical 
sources of variation that have been added to the samples during handling. For example, when the 
labeling of the proteins is split into different manageable rounds, the samples labeled at the same 
time will get the same amount of technical variance added to them, but samples labeled at differ-
ent times may have different amounts of variance added to them. We refer to this as labelling 
batch. Technical batch effect can also be induced when different the mass cytometry machines 
are used during the experiments, or when the calibration of the machine differs between each ex-
perimental run (Wen Bin Goh et al, 2017). 

In order to eliminate the possibility of having batch effects in the two datasets, we applied a PCA 
on the initial datasets, using only the features that included a biological information. Therefore, we 
removed 11 identification markers. It is expected that if batch effects were present in the experi-
ments, then the datapoints would cluster according to the experimental timepoint. However, this 
did not happen. 

Before starting the analysis, it was considered as necessary to understand whether all measured 
cell features should be used. Considering the biological truth, we removed the columns that re-
ferred to the surface markers, since it expected that their expression levels would not be affected 
by the stimulation and do not hold any information regarding the signaling cascade initiated by 
the activators. For this reason, the whole analysis took place only for the 14 phosphorylated 
markers.

Furthermore, we plotted the distribution of the expression levels of pPlcg2 protein in both 
datasets. Plcg2 is a protein that is expected to alter its phosphorylation levels after the stimula-
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Table 2.4: Info about pVO4 stimuli dataset
Timepoint # of samples

0 min 2332

1 min 1780

5 min 2472

15 min 174

30 min 2442

60 min 593

120 min 1867

240 min 891



tion, and therefore was the used as an example of this analysis. All plots were created in R using 
the ggplot2 package. The PCA was applied by prcomp function, setting scaling equal to FALSE. 
Only the first two principal components were used in order to visualize the results. 

Having visualized the data via PCA, it was clear that a normalization/transformation step should 
be applied before any further analysis. The problem was  that some cells were behaving as out-
liers with very high phosphorylation levels. Therefore a transformation had to be applied, so that 
those extreme values would not affect the trajectory inference step. However, the correct prepro-
cessing step of mass cytometry data is still an unanswered question. In both datasets used in this 
project, we applied a hyperbolic arcsine-square-root transformation (asihn), as an alternative to 
logit that does not return NAs when ratios are equal to zero or one (Nowicka et al., 2017). The arc-
sine transformation (also called the angular transformation) is calculated as two times the arcsine 
of the square root of the proportion. We used this transformation technique because this is sug-
gested for flow cytometry datasets (Nowicka et al., 2017). Another transformation that has been 
reported as appropriate is the logit transformation, however, according to Sokal R.R. and F.J. 
Rohlf. (1995) and Warton and Hui (2011) the curvature of the logit transformation is much more 
pronounced, so the logit transformation has a much stronger effect than the arcsine transforma-
tion. Some experiments were done using the logit transformation, however, those results are not 
considered as part of this report. The transformation was applied in R, using the asinh function on 
the whole dataset.

After the data transformation we again run PCA. Furthermore, we plotted the distribution of the 
expression levels of pPlcg2 in both datasets. Concluding that no more preprocessing steps 
should be applied, we proceeded to the modeling of the expression regarding the experimental 
time. For each next step of the analysis, only the phosphorylation protein markers were used.

Another problem was that in all timepoints some cells with many zero values existed. Of course, 
this was not biologically expected. This cells should be considered as dead. For this reason, also 
a filtering should have been applied at the initial preprocessing step, removing those sample. Un-
fortunately, this was not done, because the exact preprocessing steps that this kind of data need 
are still under investigation. However, we believe that those cells may not have affected the T.I. 
methods, because, actually the methods would just “consider them” as being part of the starting 
or the ending of the pseudotime. The problem that the absence of the filtering is inferring has 
mainly to do with the visualization. We see that through the trajectory reconstruction of the pro-
teins there are many datapoints that are not near to their timepoint coloring. They are placed in 
the beginning or at the ending. We believe that those “astray” datapoints would have been re-
moved during the filtering. 

Another choice that we had to make was on whether we would use all 8 experimental timepoints 
provided by Bodenmiller et al. (2012) or only the first 6, which were expected to provide biological 
information. We did not find in the literature a clear opinion, therefore we considered each stimula-
tion dataset as 2, one including all 8 timepoints and one including only the 6 timepoints. The 
whole analysis was applied in all 4 (2x2) datasets, however we did not include the results for both 
datasets with the 6 timepoints in this report, because that would lead to a very long document. 
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The most interesting result from this approach was extracted during the pp-evaluation, where it 
was clear that using all 8 timepoints led to worse results than using only the 6, when only the ex-
perimental timepoints were examined. On the other hand, this did not happen when the T.I. meth-
ods were applied (Supplementary Table 1). So, we see that even if, biologically, the 2 last time-
points should consist of dead cells and therefore be excluded from the analysis as no informative, 
somehow they result in better trajectory inference outputs. This rises the hypothesis that some 
biological information must underlie due to the unsynchronized reaction of the cells to the stimula-
tion. For this reason we chose to use all 8 timepoints. 

Examining the pVO4 dataset we identified a problem. The sub-dataset of the 15 minutes mea-
surement included only 174 sample and the one of 60 minutes only 593 (Table 2.2). We believed 
that this would be a problem for the T.I. methods, since they depend on the great amount of sam-
ples of each measurement. However, we chose to proceed with this dataset and examine the al-
gorithms’ performance on a “problematic” dataset. Interestingly, the only evaluation metric in 
which the algorithms generally performed more poorly for pVO4 dataset that in PMA/ionomycin is 
the pp-evaluation, where the algorithms identified less than half of the protein pairs correctly. 
However, they still performed better than using the experimental time alone (Table 3.1 and Sup-
plementary Table 1). This enhances the hypothesis that T.I. methods can extract good trajectories 
even for unevenly distributed timepoint datasets. 


2.4 Pipeline  
Since our goal was to examine the performance of 
each algorithm, we considered that all runs had to 
be applied in an universal and unsupervised man-
ner. For this reason, we created a pipeline  (image 
2.7) with a fixed random seed and applied all 
analysis using the default values provided by each 
algorithm. The pipeline was created in R, since 
most algorithms are coded in this programming 
language. The pipeline is provided in the supple-
mentary material of this project (Pipeline.R). The 
program takes as input FCS files and according to 
the user’s choice it applies a transformation on the 
data. Even if the pipeline provides the choice of 
applying a logit transformation, having extensively 
used it (data not shown), we recommend the “asi-
hn” transformation instead. Furthermore, the user 
can choose whether to use all measured parame-
ters, only the surface markers, only the phospho-
rylated proteins or hyper-groups of the above. 11 
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Image 2.6: The pipeline used in this project 
Cartoon explaining the steps that were followed in 
this project. In the Pipeline.R file the first step of 
the analysis is the transformation. The script 
provides the choice of applying logit or Asihn 
transformation, but in this document we analysis 
only the results after asihn. Then, each of 11 TI 
methods can be applied. In this document we 
include results only for 6 of them, since the rest 5 
produced errors. Finally, the evaluation of this 
methods is applied, by separated scripts. Before 
the pp-evaluation is examined, a spline modeling 
is applied for each protein.
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trajectory inference algorithms are included in the program and can be run, however, we demon-
strate in this project the performance of only 6. At each step of the pipeline (preprocessing, di-
mensionality reduction, trajectory inference) a separate file is created, so that in cases where an 
algorithm crashes, there will be no need of running again the previous steps. Moreover, the sepa-
rate files give the opportunity to the user to examine each step of the algorithm independently, if 
this is what he/she wishes for. Each of the algorithms used are explained in the following session. 
Moreover, in the Pipeline.R more algorithms were included, however they were not used due to 

different reasons. Pseudogp w/h t-SNE, Pseudogp w/h PCA, SLICER, MonocleICA and DeLorean 
are also included in the Pipeline, but no results are provided for this algorithms.


2.4.1 Modeling expression of proteins using only the experi-
mental time 

In order to construct the expression models of 
each protein in each dataset we fitted a regression 
model between the experimental time and the 
phosphorylation levels of each protein using 
splines. Splines refer to piecewise-defined func-
tions that create parametric curves (Bartels et al., 
1998). As explained in pp-evaluation metric, this 
step was essential in order to identify the “time-to-
max” and to model the expression. A cubic spline 
is a spline constructed of piecewise third-order 
polynomials which pass through a set of m control 
points (Image 2.7). The second derivative of each 
polynomial is commonly set to zero at the end-
points, since this provides a boundary condition 
that completes the system of m-2 equations. This 
produces a so-called "natural" cubic spline and 
leads to a simple tridiagonal system which can be 
solved easily to give the coefficients of the poly-
nomials (Bartels et al.,1998). Biologically, the phosphorylation levels are not expected to switch 
between increasing and decreasing states more than two times after a single intervention, since 
there are no feedback loops in the studied pathway. Therefore we set the degrees of freedom be-
ing equal to 3. Furthermore, since we consider that the expression before and after the model is 
linear, we fit natural spline models. For each dataset, we use the same 6 knots for all expression 
models, in order to make the models comparable and consistent across proteins. For the spline 
model fitting the R package splines was used.
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Image 2.7: Example of cubic spline by 
Garry R. Osgood. 

Curve fitted in an example with 3 degrees of 
freedom. The position of each point on the curve 
stems from one in a set of three polynomial 
parametric functions fi (u). The four terms of each 
polynomial consist of coefficients of geometric 
points scaled (or weighted) by basis functions 
expressed in terms of the parameter u. The 
geometric points constitute an ordered set and 
form the control mesh around the curve. 
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2.4.2 Hyperparameters for T.I.  

2.4.2.1 Monocle 

In the pipeline, both versions of Monocle (MonocleICA & MonocleDDRTree) were included, how-
ever, no experiments were run using MonocleICA because its runtime was very high and the algo-
rithm constantly returned non-comprehensible errors. For MonocleDDRTree we used as prior dis-
tribution of the data Gaussian, because according to the documentation of the algorithm that 
should be the choice for continuous values. We did not apply any additional normalization 
method, since the data provided are already transformed. Finally, as dimensionality reduction 
method we choose DDRTree. We did not provide a starting point nor we flipped the outputted tra-
jectory, aiming on the most unsupervised run of the algorithm. 


2.4.2.2 SCORPIUS 

SCORPIUS is an algorithm that allows to be run in a totally unsupervised manner. The distance 
correlation matrix, the dimensionality reduction and the trajectory inference functions provided by 
the SCORPIUS R package are not requesting any prior choice by the user. 


2.4.2.3 Slingshot w/h PCA 

The developers of Slingshot are clarifying in their publication that a dimensionality reduction 
method has to be applied before the algorithm is applied. Furthermore, they note that it is up to 
the user to choose which dimensionality reduction method to apply. Therefore, we firstly apply 
PCA, examining only the 2 first principal components. On the clustering step, we used as number 
of clusters k = 5, since this is the default value provided by the developers. For creating the lin-
eages and the curves, no hyperparameters had to be chosen. 


2.4.2.4 Slingshot w/h tSNE 

We also used t-SNE as a dimensionality reduction method for Slingshot. Again, we used only the 
first 2 components. For the rest of the hyperparameters the default values were used. As initial 
dimensions all dimensions of the datasets were used (14), the perplexity was equal to 30, theta 
equal to 0.5, an PCA is applied at the beginning, the data are centered before PCA but not scaled, 
the algorithm checks for duplicates (even if we know that none exist), 1000 was the maximum 
number of iteration, 250 was set as the number of iteration after which the perplexities are no 
longer exaggerated, the iteration after which the final momentum is used was 250, the momentum 
used in the first part of the optimization was 0.5, and in the final 0.8, the learning rate was 200 
and, finally,  the exaggeration factor used to multiply the P matrix in the first part of the optimiza-
tion was equal to 12. As in Slingshot w/h PCA, we used as number of clusters k = 5. For creating 
the lineages and the Curves, no hyperparameters had to be chosen.
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2.4.2.5 Diffusion Maps w/h Principal Curves 

The dimensionality reduction method of Diffusion Maps was provided by the destiny R package. 
We run the algorithm using the default values. Therefore, as a diffusion scale parameter of the 
Gaussian kernel we used the ‘local’, where the sigma is calculated from the initial matrix. The 
number of k nearest neighbors was calculated by the find_dm_k  function provided by the destiny 
R package and maximum 20 eigenvalues were used. The densities were not normalized and no 
rotation was applied. We chose the first two dimensions. For the Principal Curves we set 100 as 
maximum iterations and we do not apply any smoothing method.


2.4.2.6 tSNE w/h Principal Curves 

For t-SNE method, we used only the first 2 components. For the rest of the hyperparameters the 
default values were used. As initial dimensions all dimensions of the datasets were used (14), the 
perplexity was equal to 30, theta equal to 0.5, an PCA is applied at the beginning, the data are 
centered before PCA but not scaled, the algorithm checks for duplicates (even if we know that 
none exist), 1000 was the maximum number of iteration, 250 was set as the number of iteration 
after which the perplexities are no longer exaggerated, the  Iteration after which the final momen-
tum is used was 250,  the momentum used in the first part of the optimization was 0.5, and in the 
final 0.8, the learning rate was 200 and, finally, the exaggeration factor used to multiply the P ma-
trix in the first part of the optimization was equal to 12. For the Principal Curves we set 100 as 
maximum iterations and we do not apply any smoothing method.
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3. Results


3.1 Data assessment 
After applying a PCA on the whole untransformed dataset, we plotted the two first principal com-
ponents in order to visualize the datapoints (Images 3.1a&b). Then, we applied the hyperbolic arc-
sine-square-root transformation and plotted again the results (data not shown). Having removed 
the surface markers from the analysis, we applied again a PCA for visualization (Images 3.2a&b). 
Then, we plotted the expression values of all proteins (here we append the image only for pPlcg2, 
Images 3.3a&b) of each cell, according to their experimental timepoint in the initial datasets. Let 
us note that the different colors in all plots in the results section correspond to their experimental 
timepoint, measured in minutes, while “a” plots refer to pVO4 and “b” to PMA datasets. All results 
refer to the datasets with all 8 timepoints.
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Image 3.1a: PCA on initial dataset pVO4. 
The axis represent the first two principal components. The data refer to the initial pVO4 data 
using of 24 (14 phophorylated and 10 surface) markers before the normilazation. The colors 

refer to the different experimental timepoints.

Image 3.1b: PCA on initial dataset PMA/ionomycin. 
The axis represent the first two principal components. The data refer to the initial PMA/

ionomycin data using of 24 (14 phophorylated and 10 surface) markers before the 
normilazation. The colors refer to the different experimental timepoints.
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From the plots 3.1a and 3.1b, it is clear that in the initial datasets are not clustering according to 
the experimental time point. Therefore, we reason that no batch effect was induced to the data 
during their construction.


From the plots 3.2a&b it is understood that, when only the phosphorylated markers are used, 
there is a separation between the cells according to their experimental time. For this reason we 
believe that using only those features would provide the ability to create the dynamics of the pro-
teins through the biological time.
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Image 3.2a: PCA on normalized pVO4 dataset, only phospho-proteins. 
The axis represent the first two principal components. The data refer to the initial pVO4 data using only 14 
phosphorylated markers after the normilazation. The colors refer to the different experimental timepoints.

Image 3.2b: PCA on normalized PMA/ionomycin dataset, only phospho-proteins. 
The axis represent the first two principal components. The data refer to the initial PMA/ionomycin data using only 14 

phosphorylated markers after the normilazation. The colors refer to the different experimental timepoints.
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Plots like 3.3a&b were created for all phosphorylated proteins, however here we include only the 
images that refer to pPlcg2. The plots depict the alteration in the mean value of the phosphoryla-
tion levels through the experimental time. It is clear that an alteration exist, however, the dynamics 
could not be extracted through this naïve approach. 


3.2 Expression models before T.I. algorithms 
For each phosphorylated protein measured in both datasets we fitted a spline model using only 
the experimental timepoints. We applied the fitting using natural cubic splines with 3 degrees of 
freedom (images 3.4a&b). Models using more than 3 degrees of freedom were fitted, but data of 
them are not shown. Furthermore, naïve models that used as splines the mean value of each 
timepoint were also fitted, but because of their poor performance, they were also excluded by our 
analysis. Therefore, the data are not shown either.

The 3.4a&b plots signify that using this naïve approach is not enough in order to extract the dy-
namics of the protein phosphorylation. As it is clear, most of the proteins reach their maximum 
phosphorylation levels after 30 minutes of the stimulation. Biologically this synchronized peaks 
are not expected. For this reason, more sophisticated methods, like T.I. methods, had to be ap-
plied to construct the dynamics of the process.
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Image 3.3a: Distribution of pPlcg2 according 
to experimental timepoint, pVO4. 

After applying the normalization preprocessing, 
we plotted the expression values of pPlcg2. X 
axis refers to experimental timepoints, while y 
axis to the expression levels. The black line 

passes through the mean values

Image 3.3b : Distribution of pPlcg2 
according to experimental timepoint, PMA/

ionomycin. 
After applying the normalization preprocessing, 
we plotted the expression values of pPlcg2. X 
axis refers to experimental timepoints, while y 
axis to the expression levels. The black line 

passes through the mean values
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3.3 Models of signaling dynamics using TI 
For each algorithm, plots that described the dimensionality reduction output were created. To-
gether, the models that corresponded to each protein phosphorylation levels through the pseudo-
time created by the T.I. method were plotted (Images 3.5.1-3.5.6). In these plots the pseudotime is 
scaled, so that the visualization is comparable throughout all pictures. Again the modeling was 
applied with natural cubic splines with 3 degrees of freedom. Plots with different modeling were 
created, but because of their poor performance they are not included in this report.  


3.3.1 MonocleDDRTree model 

The plots 3.5.1a and 3.5.1b depict the results of MonocleDDRTree for pVO4 and PMA/ionomycin 
datasets respectively. The coloring spectrum describes the experimental time points, where red 
refers to the cells measured at 0 minutes, and blue to those measured at 240 minutes. On the left 
is depicted the output of the dimensionality reduction applied by the algorithm. In both datasets, 
the image looks like an “X”. Furthermore, it is clear that the different experimental timepoints are 
placed near in the 2D space. This can be understood by the fact that same color points are 
placed near. On the right, we see the 14 expression models, one for each protein examined. For 
the pVO4 dataset, we see that most proteins reach their maximum phosphorylation level around 
0,74 of the scaled pseudotime. Therefore, we expected that this algorithm would not reach a high 
score in the pp-evaluation. This does not happen by the trajectories of PMA/ionomycin dataset. 
There is a variation between the pseudotime values at which the proteins reach their maximum 
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Image 3.4a: Fitted spline models using 
experimental time points, pVO4. 

Each line represents the expression values of a 
specific protein through experimental time. It is 
clear that most proteins get to their maximum 

around 30 min. X axis refers to the experimental 
time, while Y axis to the expression levels.

Image 3.4b: Fitted spline models using 
experimental time points, PMA/ionomycin. 


Each line represents the expression values of a 
specific protein through experimental time. It is 
clear that most proteins get to their maximum 

around 30 min. X axis refers to the experimental 
time, while Y axis to the expression levels.
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and, therefore, we believe that the algorithm will return a better score in pp-evaluation for this 
dataset. Finally, it is clear that, even if we allowed for a flipping of the pseudotime, a flipping 
should not be applied, since the red dots (cells measured at 0 min) where correctly placed in the 
beginning of the pseudotime.


3.3.2  SCORPIUS model 

The plots 3.5.2a and 3.5.2b depict the results of SCORPIUS for pVO4 and PMA/ionomycin 
datasets respectively. The coloring spectrum again describes the experimental time points, where 
red refers to the cells measured at 0 minutes, and blue to those measured at 240 minutes. On the 
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Image 3.5.1a: 16 in 1 plot of MonocleDDRTree for pVO4

Image 3.5.1b: 16 in 1 plot of MonocleDDRTree for PMA
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left is depicted the output of the dimensionality reduction applied by the algorithm. For pVO4 
dataset, the dimensionality reduction leads to a schema, where the different experimental time-
points cluster in groups. For this reason, we believe that the algorithm may verisimilar trajectories. 
On the other hand, the 2D result of SCORPIUS for PMA/ionomycin is not separating the experi-
mental timepoints. However, the 14 trajectory models in PMA/ionomycin returns a greater variety 
in the “time-to-max” values. Therefore, we reason that the pp-evaluation will return a higher score 
for PMA/Ionomycin dataset.
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Image 3.5.2a: 16 in 1 plot of SCORPIUS for pVO4

Image 3.5.2b : 16 in 1 plot of SCORPIUS for PMA
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3.3.3  Slingshot w/h PCA model 

Plots 3.5.3a and 3.5.3b depict the results of Slingshot trajectory on the datasets, after PCA is ap-
plied, for pVO4 and PMA/ionomycin datasets respectively. The coloring spectrum once more de-
scribes the experimental time points, where red refers to the cells measured at 0 minutes, and 
blue to those measured at 240 minutes. On the left is plotted the output of PCA, where x axis 
refers to the first principal component and y axis to the second principal component. For pVO4 
dataset, the cells are separating again according to the experimental time, while in PMA/iono-
mycin the first three timepoints (0, 1 and 5 minutes) are clustered together. The same happens for 
the 15, 30 and 60 timepoints, which create a second cluster. Interestingly, the cells of the last two 
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Image 3.5.3a: 16 in 1 plot of Slingshot w/h PCA for pVO4

Image 3.5.3b: 16 in 1 plot of Slingshot w/h PCA for PMA
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timepoints (120 and 240 minutes) are spread in the subspace of both previous datasets. Again, it 
is clear that the trajectory models for PMA/ionomycin dataset for the 14 phosphorylated proteins 
are leading to a greater variety of “time-to-max” peak, and therefore we are awaiting for better 
results in the pp-evaluation, than for the pVO4 dataset.


3.3.4 Slingshot w/h tSNE model 

The 3.5.4 plots depict the results of Slingshot trajectory on the datasets, when t-SNE is used as a 
dimensionality reduction method. 3.5.4a refers to pVO4 and 3.5.4b to PMA/ionomycin. The color-
ing spectrum is again describing the experimental time points, where red refers to the cells mea-

Image 3.5.4a: 16 in 1 plot of Slingshot w/h tSNE for pVO4

Image 3.5.4b: 16 in 1 plot of Slingshot w/h tSNE for PMA
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sured at 0 minutes, and blue to those measured at 240 minutes. In both pictures, on the left, the 
output of t-SNE is plotted, where x axis refers to the first component and y axis to the second. For 
pVO4 dataset, the cells are separating again according to the experimental time. In PMA/iono-
mycin the first two timepoints (0 and 1 minutes) are clustered together on the left part of the heart-
shaped 2D space. On the right part are mostly plotted cells of the 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes sub-
datasets, while 120 and 240 minutes are found in the bottom of the shape and on the right half of 
the schema. Furthermore, a small cluster of point is created on the upper part of the space, con-
sisted by a few cells from all time points. A similar small cluster also can be seen in the pVO4 
dataset on the left of the schema. We believe that those points are outliers. As far as the peaks in 
phosphorylation models are concerned, both datasets lead to a variety in the pseudotime. How-
ever, again in the PMA/ionomycin dataset, the trajectories are judged as better and may lead to 
better pp-evaluation scores.


3.3.5  Diffusion Maps w/h Principal Curves model 

Plots 3.5.5a and 3.5.5b describe the results of Principal Curves trajectory on the datasets, after 
Diffusion Maps is applied, for pVO4 and PMA/ionomycin datasets respectively. The coloring spec-
trum once more separates the experimental time points, where red refers to the cells measured at 
0 minutes, and blue to those measured at 240 minutes. In both pictures, on the left are plotted the 
cells in the reduced dimensional space, where x axis refers to the first component and y axis to 
the second component of Diffusion Maps. For pVO4 dataset it is clear that the initial timepoints 
are clusters in the upper space of the schema, while the latest are place in the bottom. On the 
other hand, the low dimensional space of PMA/ionomycin placing in the upper space the latest 
experimental point, while the initials are clustered in the bottom right corner. The 14 models are 
depicting better the dynamic of the proteins in the pVO4 dataset than in the PMA/ionomycin. The 
dynamics in the PMA/ionomic are almost steady until the pseudo-timepoint 0,5, however, after 
that, they are nicely creating a variety in the peaks. Therefore is it risky to attend an assumption 
on whether the pp-evaluation scores will be high.
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3.3.6  tSNE w/h Principal Curves model 

The 3.5.6 plots depict the results of Principal Curves trajectory on the datasets, when t-SNE is 
used as a dimensionality reduction method. 3.5.6a refers to pVO4 and 3.5.6b to PMA/ionomycin. 
The coloring spectrum again refers to the experimental time points, where red refers to the cells 
measured at 0 minutes, and blue to those measured at 240 minutes. In both pictures, on the left is 
plotted the output of t-SNE, where x axis refers to the first component and y axis to the second. 
The shapes of the point in the 2D space are exactly the same as in the Slingshot w/h tSNE. Even 
if t-SNE is a stochastic method and is expected to return slightly different results throughout each 
run, we are using the same random seed. Therefore, the output of t-SNE is exactly the same. For 
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Image 3.5.5a: 16 in 1 plot of Diffusion Maps w/h Principal Curves for pVO4

Image 3.5.5b : 16 in 1 plot of Diffusion Maps w/h Principal Curves for PMA
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pVO4 dataset, the cells are separating again according to the experimental time. In PMA/iono-
mycin the first two timepoints (0 and 1 minutes) are clustered together on the left part of the heart-
shaped 2D space. On the right part are mostly plotted cells of the 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes sub-
datasets, while 120 and 240 minutes are found in the bottom of the shape and on the right half of 
the schema. Furthermore, a small cluster of point is created on the upper part of the space, con-
sisted by a few cells from all time points. Again, a similar small cluster also can be seen in the 
pVO4 dataset on the left of the schema. As mentioned before, we believe that those points are 
outliers. As far as the peaks in phosphorylation models are concerned, both datasets lead to a 
variety in the pseudotime values. However, again in the PMA/ionomycin dataset, the trajectories 
are concerned as more reliable and may lead to better pp-evaluation scores.


Image 3.5.6a: 16 in 1 plot of tSNE w/h Principal Curves for pVO4

Image 3.5.6b: 16 in 1 plot of tSNE w/h Principal Curves for PMA
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3.4 Comparative evaluation 

3.4.1 pp-Evaluation 

The results of the pp-Evaluation for all 6 examined algorithm are appended in the Table 3.1. We 
also applied the evaluation method on the initial dataset, where instead of the pseudotime we 
used the experimental time (Naïve).


The percentages in Table 3.1 refer to the proportion of the correctly identified “protein-pairs” as 
described earlier. The highest the score, the better the biological information has been captured. 
The highest score that an algorithm can reach is 100% by identifying correctly all 33 “protein-
pairs” that existed in the examined pathway (Image 2.5).

From the table it is clear that there is no universal best algorithm, since for both dataset different 
algorithms are returning the highest scores. Slingshot w/h PCA scored high in the pVO4 dataset, 
while Slingshot w/h t-SNE, Diffusion Maps w/h Principal Curve and tSNE w/h Principal curves 
scored equally high in the PMA dataset (marked with bold in Table 3.1). However, it is clear that 
T.I. methods improve the captured biological information when compared against the naïve ap-
proach (“Naive” in Table 3.1). 


3.4.2 SiЯ 

The results of the SiЯ metric for all 6 examined algorithm are appended in the Table 3.2.1 (Spear-
man Correlation) and 3.2.2 (Kendall Correlation). As mentioned, we calculated the mean value of 
the best pseudotime of each subset.  

Table 3.1: pp-Evaluation Results

Stimulation Naive Monocle 
DDRTree 

SCORPIUS Slingshot 
PCA 

Slingshot 
tSNE 

Diffusion 
Maps w/h 

Prin. Curves

tSNE w/h 
Prin. 

Curves

pVO4 33,3% 42,4% 39,4% 66,7% 48,5% 45,5% 27,3%

PMA 18,2% 72,3% 60,6% 69,7% 75,8% 75,8% 75,8%

Table 3.2.1: SiЯ Spearman Results

Stimulation Monocle 
DDRTree 

SCORPIUS Slingshot PCA Slingshot 
tSNE 

Diffusion Maps 
w/h Prin. Curves

tSNE w/h Prin. 
Curves

pVO4 0,5174911 0,389106 0,2306243 0,66967 0,45622261 0,6138515

PMA 0,4517328 0,6102 0,414404 0,5636443 0,4534717 0,343992
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It is clear that for each dataset, different algorithm is returning the highest correlation. More spe-
cific, Slingshot w/h tSNE scored highest in pVO4 dataset, while SCORPIUS was the most robust 
algorithm, when applied on PMA dataset. 


3.4.3 Roughness 

The results of the Roughness metric for all 6 examined algorithm are appended in the Table 3.3.


In table 3.3 the mean roughness values of each algorithm are recorded. The specific numbers of 
all 14 proteins are not included in this report. Furthermore, the start ( * ) indicates that the algo-
rithm is returning statistical significant better results (smaller mean values) than the random (per-
muted) approach. It is clear that all algorithms, except from tSNE w/h Principal Curve for PMA re-
turned better results than the random. Here we have to note that all permuted datasets returned a 
mean Roughness value around 1.42 (data not shown). Finally, Slingshot w/h PCA and Diffusion 
Maps w/h Principal Curves scored the lowest values for pVO4 and Diffusion Maps w/h Principal 
Curve for PMA (marked with bold in Table 3.3). So, again we see that no algorithm is universally 
better.


3.4.4 PseudoCorrelation 

The results of the PseudoCorrelation metric for all 6 examined algorithm are appended in Table 
3.4.1. In Table 3.4.1 the distance correlation of the predicted pseudotime with the initial dataset is 
calculated. As it is clear from the table, Slingshot w/h PCA captured the maximum information 
when applied on pVO4 dataset, while Diffusion Maps w/h Principal Curves returned the best re-
sults, when applied on PMA dataset.


Table 3.2.2: SiЯ Kendall Results

Stimulation Monocle 
DDRTree 

SCORPIUS Slingshot PCA Slingshot 
tSNE 

Diffusion Maps 
w/h Prin. Curves

tSNE w/h Prin. 
Curves

pVO4 0.3710057 0.2641277 0.164032 0.516095 0.3199805 0.4452526

PMA 0.3033029 0.434389 0.313169 0.3864055 0.3022786 0.2282691

Table 3.3: Mean Roughness Results

Stimulation Monocle 
DDRTree 

SCORPIUS Slingshot PCA Slingshot 
tSNE 

Diffusion Maps 
w/h Prin. Curves

tSNE w/h Prin. 
Curves

pVO4 1.295720* 1.194192* 1.121791* 1.156917* 1.187690* 1.354101*

PMA 1.40314* 1.344158* 1.302758* 1.348690* 1.295720* 1.416403
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3.4.5 Evaluation sum up 

Here (Tables 3.5.1-3), we are summarizing the results of all evaluation metric for each algorithm 
that scored the best. All 3 tables describe the rank of each algorithm for each evaluation metric. 
The columns of the tables refers to each algorithm separately, while the rows indicate the evalua-
tion metric that is concerned. The number in the cells denote the rank at of each algorithm, were 
“1” means that the algorithm was noted as the best according to a specific metric and “6” means 
that this algorithm was the worst. Table 3.5.1 refers to the results returned from the algorithms, 
when they were applied in the pVO4 dataset and Table 3.5.2 refers to the results returned when 
applied on the PMA dataset. Table 3.5.3 shows the results, when the mean performance, inde-
pendently by the dataset, is calculated. It is clear that no algorithm can be characterized as the 
best.


Examining the results derived for each dataset separately, we conclude to the fact that different 
algorithms are scoring high in different metrics, according to the dataset. For pVO4 dataset, 
Slingshot w/h PCA scored as best for 3 metrics, but scored as worst in the robustness metric. 
Slingshot w/h tSNE was the most robust algorithm, however, it performance in PseudoCorrelation 
metic was the worst compared to the other 5 algorithms. On the other hand, examining the results 

Table 3.4.1: PseudoCorrelation Results

Stimulation Monocle 
DDRTree 

SCORPIUS Slingshot PCA Slingshot 
tSNE 

Diffusion Maps 
w/h Prin. Curves

tSNE w/h Prin. 
Curves

pVO4 0.5621131 0.7645862 0.9702286 0.4746373 0.7156162 0.5909947

PMA 0.6729136 0.4372672 0.7343868 0.586277 0.775491 0.6952031

Table 3.5.1: Evaluation Sum up for pVO4 dataset

Evaluation Monocle 
DDRTree

SCORPIUS Slingshot 
PCA

Slingshot 
tSNE

Diffusion Maps 
w/h Prin. Curves

tSNE w/h Prin. 
Curves

pp-
Evaluation

4 5 1 2 3 6

SiЯ 
(Kendall)

3 5 6 1 4 2

SiЯ 
(Spearman)

3 5 6 1 4 2

Roughness 5 4 1 2 3 6

PseudoCor.
5 2 1 6 3 4
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of PMA, Diffusion Map w/h Principal Curves returned similar results to Slingshot w/h PCA when 
applied on pVO4 dataset. More specific, Diffusion Map w/h Principal Curves scored as the best 
for 3 out of 4 metrics, but scored low according to the robustness. 


Because the results were different for both datasets, we also calculated the ranks of each algo-
rithm, when the mean score for both datasets was taken into account (Table 3.5.3). For the SiЯ 
evaluation metric, we calculated the mean value for both Kendall and Spearman correlation and 
calculated the mean value of them. From this approach, it is clear that Slingshot w/h PCA is the 
less robust algorithm, however, it scored as best in the rest 3 metrics. On the contrary, Slingshot 
w/h tSNE was the most robust algorithm. As it is understood, the choice of the dimensionality 
reduct step is crucial and even if t-SNE is a stochastic method, it returned the most robust results.

Finally, we constructed a radar plot (Image 3.6) that corresponds to the results derived from Table 
3.5.3. Again, the ranking of each algorithm was used. As expected, the algorithm that covers most 
of the plot’s space was Slingshot w/h tSNE, however, as mentioned before, it is a non-robust al-
gorithm. tSNE w/h Principal Curves was the algorithm that scored generally low and therefore, 

Table 3.5.2: Evaluation Sum up for PMA dataset

Evaluation Monocle 
DDRTree

SCORPIUS Slingshot 
PCA

Slingshot 
tSNE

Diffusion Maps 
w/h Prin. Curves

tSNE w/h Prin. 
Curves

pp-
Evaluation

2 3 1 1 1 4

SiЯ 
(Kendall) 4 1 3 2 5 6
SiЯ 
(Spearman) 4 1 5 2 3 6

Roughness 5 3 2 4 1 6

PseudoCor. 4 6 2 5 1 3

Table 3.5.3: Evaluation Sum up for Mean scoring in both dataset

Evaluation Monocle 
DDRTree

SCORPIUS Slingshot 
PCA

Slingshot 
tSNE 

Diffusion Maps 
w/h Prin. Curves

tSNE w/h Prin. 
Curves

pp-
Evaluation

4 6 1 2 3 5

SiЯ (both 
methods) 3 2 6 1 5 4

Roughness 5 4 1 3 2 6

PseudoCor. 4 5 1 6 2 3
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covers the minimum space of the plot. Let us note, that or consistency reasons, the coloring used 
in the plot for the 6 algorithms is the same as in Image 1.9
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Image 3.6: Radar plot for 6 algorithms’ evaluation sum up. 
The 4 axis of the radar plot refer to the four evaluation methods applied in this Thesis. Each 

algorithm corresponds to a different color, where the color coding is the same as in the 
introduction. As it is clear, Slingshot w/h PCA is covering most of the space of the plot, leading 

to the conclusion that, when the average performance of each algorithm independently from the 
dataset or the evaluation metric is concerned, then Slingshot w/h PCA is denoted as the best 

algorithm.
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4. Discussion


4.1 Modeling signaling dynamics with T.I. methods 

4.1.1 T.I. methods are capturing the protein dynamics 

The first and most significant result to which we conclude after this project is that Trajectory Infer-
ence methods are able to exploit the protein dynamics of a cell population after a signaling stimu-
lation (Image 4.1). Even if the algorithms were developed for extracting the biological information 
for different problems, like differentiation and proliferation, and for different data structures (RNA-
seq) they are able to perform well also in signaling problems of mass cytometry experiments. 
They are better capturing the protein dynamics after inferring the trajectory of the pseudotime of 
the examined cells. Examining only the experimental time, the dynamics can not be exploit, since 
the discrete time measurements lead to a picture where most of the proteins reach their maximum 
phosphorylation levels at a specific timepoint (Image 3.4). This leads to the conclusion that T.I. 
methods could provide a better understanding of complicated trajectories and are useful in the 
comprehension of the signaling pathways.

 

Furthermore, it is interesting that when only 6 timepoints were used in the pp-evaluation (Supple-
mentary Table 1.), the result of the T.I. methods are worse than using all 8 timepoints. On the con-
trary, this does not happen when the experimental time (instead of a pseudotime) is used. This 

Image 4.1a: Distribution of pPlcg2 according to 
experimental timepoint, pVO4. 

After applying the normalization preprocessing, we 
plotted the expression values of pPlcg2. X axis refers to 

the cell indices, while Y axis refers to the expression 
levels.

Image 4.1b : Distribution of pPlcg2 in pVO4, after 
Slingshot w/h tSNE. 

After applying the T.I. method, we plotted the expression 
values of pPlcg2. X axis refers to pseudotime, while Y 

axis refers to the expression levels.

� �
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shows that even if it is biologically expected of the cells in the last two timepoints to be dead and 
not provide information (Bodenmiller et al., 2012), they must hide some underlying information 
and should not be excluded from the analysis. This information may derive from the unsynchro-
nized response of the cells to the activation, leading to a delayed response of some cells.


4.1.2 No algorithm is universal 

As far as the best algorithm is considered, we could not come to a conclusion. It is clear from the 
analysis that each algorithm has advantages and disadvantages. Each of them scored differently 
through-in all the evaluation metrics except from Diffusion Maps w/h Principal Curves which 
scores best through-in 3 out of 4 metrics for PMA/ionomycin dataset, but did not perform well 
according to its Robustness. Furthermore, it is interesting that Slingshot w/h PCA scored best 
though-in 3 out of 4 metrics for pVO4 dataset, however, as far as its Robustness is concerned, it 
scored last. So, it is clear that both mentioned algorithms are performing well according to the 
dataset on which they are applied, however they are not robust. When the general performance of 
the algorithms were examined, taking into account the mean evaluation score of all algorithms 
independently of the dataset, Slingshot w/h PCA did return the best scores, again in 3 out 4 met-
rics, but the robustness of the algorithm actually was the lowest throughout all 6 algorithms. This 
generates the conclusion that the algorithms are problem- and data-specific and can not be uni-
versally applied to every experiment, since, even if Slingshot w/h PCA was the best performing, it 
is not robust. 

By the “data-specific” statement we refer to specific properties that each dataset may have. 
These properties may be derived from the biological truth that those data describe or from the 
dimensions that the datasets have. As far as the biology is concerned, let us remind that, even if 
both datasets include measurements of the same cell population, the initial intervention was dif-
ferent. Therefore, it is possible that some algorithms are returning better trajectories for the differ-
ent datasets, because the biological truth that is represented after each intervention is more easily 
captured. pVO4 intervention leads to a hyper-phosphorylation of the measured proteins. There-
fore, the alteration in the levels of the proteins may happen quicker and, for this reason, it may  be 
more difficult for the algorithm to capture from cross-sectional data the dynamics of each protein. 
Furthermore, as we noted before, pVO4 dataset is a problematic dataset, since for the 15 minutes 
sub-dataset only 174 cells are measured. This small number of cells in a crucial for the interven-
tion step, may be the reason why the algorithms are not capturing well the biological information 
of the initial dataset. 


4.1.3 Some need supervision 

Although in this analysis we aimed at running all algorithms in an unsupervised manner, this was 
not totally applicable for some algorithms. Slingshot applies, during the dimensionality reduction 
step, a clustering based on k-means. K-means is one of the most well-known methods for clus-
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tering, but its performance depends on a hyperparameter k, which actually identifies the numbers 
of clusters in which the data will be split. As a hyperparameter, it has to be chosen a priori from 
the user. There are methods that can identify the best number of k’s (like Silhouette score), but in 
our analysis we did not search for the best k. We used the default value of k = 5, as this is noted 
as the best in the vignette of Slingshot. Furthermore, it is possible to use prior biological knowl-
edge of the starting and the ending point of the trajectory. Again, we did not provide any, aiming 
at the unsupervised application.

MonocleDDRTree is an algorithm that can be run in an supervised version, where the user can flip 
the order of the pseudotime. During different runs of the algorithm, we came across some 
pseudotime results which were flipped, but we did not apply a manual flipping. Although it was 
clear that such a procedure would benefit the scoring of the algorithm, it would be “unfair” for the 
other algorithms.


4.2 About the evaluation 

In order to evaluate the algorithms, it was clear that different evaluation metrics had to be devel-
oped, examining different aspects of the algorithms’ performance. Therefore, we constructed 3 
novel metrics and, together with an already published method we evaluate different aspects of the 
algorithms’ performance: the biological meaning of the output, the robustness of the algorithms, 
the roughness of the outputted trajectories and the information derived of each algorithm accord-
ing to the initial dataset.


4.2.1 PseudoCorrelation 

PseudoCorrelation is a metric that tries to examine the correlation of the outputted trajectory with 
the initial dataset from which it derives. Here, the main principal on which the metric was based 
was the fact that the inferred trajectory should have captured the maximum information of the ini-
tial dataset. And the metric that was reported was the distance correlation of the pseudotime and 
the initial dataset. Distance correlation is a non-parametric correlation metric, able to capture both 
linear and non-linear correlations between two random vectors. Let us that a correlation near zero 
would mean that there is no correlation between the two vectors, while a high value (max. 1) 
would show lead to the conclusion that both vectors are highly correlated. For the results, it was 
clear that Slingshot w/h PCA was able to capture the maximum information, we applied on pVO4 
dataset and scored 3rd when it was applied on the PMA dataset. On the other hand, Diffusion 
Maps w/h Principal Curves scored as best when applied on PMA dataset, but 3rd when applied on 
pVO4 dataset. This led to the conclusion that the algorithms cannot be universally applied, since 
for different datasets, different levels of information are captured. 
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4.2.2 pp-Evaluation 
 
The most important property that a T.I. algorithm should have, would be to capture the biological 
information correctly and expose de novo biological knowledge, according to the signaling path-
way. For this reason we developed the pp-evaluation algorithm. The assumption behind this met-
ric was that the order of the pseudotime that the cells were given would be explaining the order in 
which the phosphorylated proteins reach their maximum levels. Of course, there are also some 
issues to be solved in this metric. First of all, in this project we manually created the matrix that 
depicts the biological pathway. A next step following this analysis would be the automated re-
trieval of the signaling pathway from biological databases like KEGG (Kanehisa M. and Goto S., 
2000) and the automated construction of the matrix. Another problem that has to be solved is to 
identify when two proteins do actually have a significant time gap between their phosphorylation 
peaks. In our analysis we are just ensuring the two timepoints should not be identical. A statistical 
test should be applied, however, due to lack of time, this was not performed in this project.

Another problem that we noticed during this project was that some algorithms were able to cap-
ture in a adequate manner the pseudotime and the order of the cells, however the order of the ex-
perimental timepoints seemed to be shifted. For example, instead of having the experimental 
timepoint in the order 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 it was 3,4,5,6,7,8,1,2. The initial idea, influenced by the de-
velopers of supervised T.I. methods like Monocle, was to apply a manual shifting on the algo-
rithms, so that the timepoint #1 corresponds to the beginning, the zero pseudotime (data not 
shown). For this reason, we applied a supervision on the outputted pseudotime, where we shifted 
the pseudotime in such manner, so that pseudotime zero would refer to data points measured in 
the zero experimental time. 


4.2.3 SiЯ 

SiЯ evaluation algorithm was constructed in order to evaluate the robustness of the algorithms. It 
was based on the idea that the trajectories created with less samples should have a high correla-
tion between them and with the initial trajectory that included the whole dataset. It was expected 
that algorithms that are deterministic would be more robust than those with a stochastic back-
ground. However, this was not proven from our analysis, since Slingshot w/h tSNE scored highest 
for pVO4 dataset. 

Another issue that had to be discussed during the construction of the SiЯ metric was whether it is 
acceptable for an algorithm to return negative correlation values. This issue came up because a 
correlation value near -1 would mean that the T.I. method actually returns the same ordering of 
the cells, but flipped. Furthermore, it was clear that some algorithms are returning the similar or-
ders of the cells, but shifted (see 4.2.1). For this reason, we calculated 100 different correlations 
between the pseudotime that derived from the initial dataset with each shifted pseudotime de-
rived from a sub-dataset. The shifting was applied with a step of # of cells / 100. Then, we calcu-
lated the absolute value of those correlations, since 1 and -1 values should be treated both as 
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perfect correlations. Finally, the highest number was considered as the true correlation and the 
mean value for all 100 subsets is reported. 


4.2.4 Roughness 

Roughness is a metric based on the idea of Reid J.E. and Wernisch L. We modified the algorithm, 
so that it would be applicable on the phosphorylation levels that we are examining. The idea be-
hind this evaluation metric is that the correct trajectory would create smooth protein phosphoryla-
tion curves through the pseudotime. Rough (high) values would mean that the phosphorylation 
levels through pseudotime are reaching high and low values many times and in some pseudotime 
periods, something that would not correspond to the biological truth. The interesting part of the 
outcome of this metric is that all algorithms, except from tSNE w/h Principal Curves, return statis-
tically significant better results than the random approach. This fact strengthens the initial hypoth-
esis that T.I. methods are able to capture the dynamics of the activated proteins.


4.3 Proposed modeling approach 
In order to decide on the appropriate modeling procedure, we examined many different ideas. 
First of all, aiming at constructing a good model even using only experimental time (naïve), we 
tried to use some statistical properties derived for the dataset distributions. We used the medians 
and means for each experimental time as nodes for the modeling, however the output was very 
rough (data not shown). Furthermore, we aimed on a consistent modeling method across the al-
gorithms and the naïve approach. Therefore, if means or medians were used for each experimen-
tal timepoint, then means and medians should also be provided for the pseudotimes. This would 
mean that a binning of the pseudotime should be applied, leading to more complicated ap-
proaches, because the right binning method should also be supported by a robust statistical test. 
So, we chose to apply spline models.

Another issue that needed to be resolved was which hyperparameters should be used in the 
spline models fitting. Starting with the assumption that the phosphorylation levels before and after 
the stimulations are linear, we decided to apply natural cubic splines. Although we decided to use 
3 degrees of freedom, we examined the behavior of the models with more degrees of freedom. As 
expected, the models were rougher but had the same “time-to-max” as the simpler models and 
therefore their evaluation on pp-evaluation metric was the same (data not shown). The modeling 
was not reused for the rest of the evaluation metrics. Since the examined pathways do not have 
feedback loops, we support from a biological aspect that the fitted models should not have more 
than 3 degrees of freedom.

Finally, in order to correctly visualize the model, the pseudotime of all algorithms should be on the 
same scale. For this reason, we scaled the pseudotime values in order to be in [0,1], which was 
something affecting only the visualization.
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4.4 Results that are not shown 

As it is so far understood, many results that were returned from this analysis are not included in 
this Thesis report. We chose not to discuss and append them all due to lack of time. Furthermore, 
we aimed on the fact that fellow researchers should easily read this document without been bur-
dened with ideas and results that finally did not work. 

This results are corresponding to the analysis using only 6 timepoints, the modeling with different 
structured models, the shifting of the pseudotime in the pp-evaluation, the individual roughness 
values for each protein and for the permutation and, of course, a whole list with plots that corre-
spond to any of the metric evaluation results. Furthermore, individual trajectory inference results 
for each protein separately, with and without the surface markers, before and after the transforma-
tion, were created but not added in this document, neither in the supplementary. In the supple-
mentary can be found only the results that are discussed in §4 and refer to the output of the pp-
evaluation, when applied in the datasets that included only the 6 experimental timepoints.


5. Conclusion

In conclusion, it is clear that the Trajectory Inference methods are capable of capturing the dy-
namics of the alteration of phosphorylation levels of the proteins, following an external stimula-
tion. Some algorithms performed better in some metrics and for some datasets, therefore no al-
gorithm can be used as a panacea. Their performance is data-specific. For this reason, in this 
project we provide to the community different evaluation metrics that will lead to an accurate 
evaluation of each algorithm. Furthermore, it is clear that our future work should include the con-
struction of a new, robust algorithm, with a strong mathematical background, that would be uni-
versally applied in this field. Moreover, correctly simulated data have to be constructed, in order to 
provide a golden standard in the evaluation of the order of the cells. Finally, one of the most chal-
lenging issues that we had to face was the unsupervised run of T.I. methods and evaluation of the 
algorithms. It came naturally, during many steps, to provide prior knowledge, however we suc-
ceeded in staying unbiased.
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Supplementary

Supplementary Tables


Supplementary Table 1: pp-Evaluation Results for 6 timepoints

Stimulation Naive Monocle 
DDRTree 

SCORPIUS Slingshot 
PCA 

Slingshot 
tSNE 

Diffusion 
Maps w/h 

Prin. Curves

tSNE w/h 
Prin. 

Curves

pVO4 66,6% 45,5% 39,4% 66,7% 45,5% 36,7% 33,3%

PMA 48,5% 57,6% 66,7% 69,7% 69,7% 72,3% 66,7%
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